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PART 1: WBAT IS ADDICTION? 

"The casting out of values by psychofogy not on& weakens it, andprevents itfLom 
reachingfirll growth, but also a6andom mankmd either to supematuraIism or to ethicai 
relativism. " - Maslow 

Addiction is a complex human phenomenon that has many faces. There are many 

questions to be answered in the area of addictions. What exactiy is an addiction, what are its 

cbaracteristics, and what is its scope? What is it h t  drives an addiction? Why do some people, 

unlike most others who are involveci in the same kinds of actMties, wnduct themselves with such 

abandon and intense preoccupation that the activity becornes self-destructive or diminishes or 

damages the person's life in dramatic ways? Why does the same substance or activity have one 

effect on one person but quite a Werent effect on another? Who is it that becornes addicted and 

how do they become addicted not only to specifïc substance but also to powerfui experiences 

such as garnbling or shopping? 

Peele (1985, 1989, 1991) provides a comprehensive mode1 of addiction which not only 

takes into account the physiological and pharmacotogicai effècts of drugs, but also incorporates a 

social-psychological level of analysis that htegrates individual and cultural experiences. Peeie 

ultimately rejects the disease mode1 of addiction which he sees as seriously rnisrepresenting the 

nature and constancy of addietive behaviour and feelings, He provides a thorough analysis and 

critique of aU aspects of the h a s e  modd and the related research evidence and insists that: 

A successfi l aaidiction modei must iynthesize pharmacological. experiential. cultural, 
situational, and persomlity components fn a Juid mrdseamless description of a&iction 
motivation. It must uccountfir why a drug is more a&ctive in one Society than another, 
addicriw for one indMduul and not another, and &ctivejÔr the same indivirhral ut one time 
and not another. The modei mut maGe sense out of the essential& sinnnnlar behavior rhat rakes 
place with al1 compuLPiw imtvements. In arldition, the mode[ mwt adequately describe the 
cycle of increasingyet ~jünctionai reliance on an i m h m e n t  until the involvement 
ovemhelms other reinforcements awnawnlabie to the indM&L.. 
finally, .... a satisj4actov madei must k faithfil to lived humun experience. (Peele, 1985) 

Addiction is d&ed by tolefance, withdrawd, and craving. Addicts are recognized by 
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their heightened and habituai need (or craving) for a substance, by the suffering they experience 

when the substance is discontinued, and by th& willingness to give up everything else for the 

sake of the drug. 

The concept of addiction has undergone significant change during the twentieth century. 

At one t h e  addictions were believed to reside exclusively in the province of dmg abuse, such as 

alcohoi, narcotics, barbiturates, tranquillizers, or other illicit dmgs. Accordingiy, it was the dmg's 

physiologicai on the body that suppiied the two major diagnostic criteria for addiction, 

namely, tolerance and withdrawai symptoms. Tolerance means that mer larger amounts of the 

substance must be consumed to produce the same desired e f f q  while withdrawal symptoms 

refer to the physiological responses and readjustment that occw whm the dnig is reduced or 

discontinued. ïhw addiction came to m m  chernical dependency over which the individual has 

no control. However, what researchers realized was that even though each of the various classes 

of dmgs is chemically distinct and each drug acts through diGerem neurochernical pathways, the 

manifestations of tolerance and withdrawai remah the sanie. In attempting to explain thiq 

researchers moved away fiom the old concept of addiction as physicai dependence to a concept of 

addiction as psychologicai dependence. The central issue of drug dependence shifted away h m  

the withdrawal syndrome and instead focused on the rewards and benefits that users get fiom 

drugs, nameiy, that it helps them forget th& probIems and pain and makes them feel good. This 

perspective emphasizes the individuai's subjective eXpenence with the drug by asking, "What does 

the drug do for the addict?" 

Anothw piece of evidence that points away h m  ckcterizing addiction as a biochemical 

disease is found in developmeats in the field phamawlogy where there has been an ongoing 

search for an anaigesic, or p W e r ,  that wodd not create addiction. Heroin and cocaine were 

onginaiiy thought to be nonaddictive remdes for morphùie addiction, What researchers found 

was th e v q  new piiarmaceun'cai sub~fance hi was eEê&e in reiieving -&y WI p&i Of h i  
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had other psychoactive, psychologicai, or mood effects turneci out to have addictive side effects 

aller aK A large number of dnigs including the barbiturates, artiflcially synthesized narcotics, and 

tranguillizers such as Valium were first welcomed as being nonaddictive but were later f b u d  to 

came addiction in many? but not di, people. 

What this points to is that addiction is not a chernical side effect of a dnig but rather? a 

direct resuit of its psychoactive or psychological effects. Addiction results because of the way the 

substance alters sensations and feelings. It is the subjective psychoIogical expecience itseif that 

the person becomes addicted to. What the research data has shown is that biochemical aspects of 

addiction are only haif the story. Alcohol and other drugs have a p o w d  impact on both a 

person's body and feelings, but the point is that these &ects do not in and of themselves produce 

addiction (Feele, 1980). What is at the core of an addiction is how an individd responds to and 

interprets his/her experience of the drug; it is sometbiog that happens inside one's cuosciousness. 

At the same tirne in recent decades, the concept of addiction has expaaded ta include more 

and more behaviors and activities that absorb the pmon to the exclusion of other important 

aspects of his or her Me. Besides drug and alcohol abuse, addiction could potentiaüy occur with 

any human activity, ÎncIuding gambhg eating, smoking, sexuai activity, love reiationships, 

shopping, exercise, and even reiigious involvements. The addiciive activity virtuaIIy becomes a 

total involvement. But are these activities üuiy addictions? The trend toward expanding the 

concept of addiction has highlighted the common featufes shared between h g  addicts and 

addicts who compulsively pursue certain activities. Here again, the withdrawai syndrome was 

used to explain what was observeci. Whether the addiction was to a dmg or to an di-absorbing 

acrivity, withdrawal symptoms were common to both The most intensely klt symptom of 

WifhdrawaI was not chernid at aii  but rather "an agoniPng sense ofthe absence of weil-being a 

sense of some temile deficiency inside oneseiî' (Peele & Brodsky, 1991). Thus the same basic 

qum-On appm to hg aiSO .@ies iO Ge =*&& * w w  - UUCS - - L lue IILYU&VGlUCUL :---"-A 



do for the addict'?" 

By looking at the experience of addiction itself: one can determine what it does for the 

person. "Al1 addictions accomplish sumethmg for the &ci" (Peele, 1989). Addictions serve a 

purpose. An addiction dows  a person to accomplish two things at the same time: first, to seek 

experiences that satisQ urgently felt needs they are unable to satisq in other ways; it makes them 

feel good; and second, the addiction expeRence successfùiiy, but temporady, blocks out negative 

or painful feelings and sensations such as anxiety or uncertainty. Both drugs and compulsive 

activities have certain effects in common: they are dl-absorbiig, fast, and powerfiil in onset; they 

make the individuai Iess aware and less able to respond to outside influences; and they offer the 

individuai an art i f id sense of power and control, of security and calm, of being valued by others. 

With the compulsive activity, the person does something concrete, materiai, and orderly in an 

effort to regulate a highiy unpleasant, distresshg feeling state, such as an underlying dread, fear, 

or painfil chaos (Weinberg, 1995). There are many kinds of painful feelings that the addiction 

helps to block awareness oc  these may include emptiness, isolation, helplessness, fear, guilt, 

shame, and hostility. Furthemore, the same h g  or invalvement can be used by an addict to 

produce widely diffenng e f f i s .  For exampie, for some aIcoholics, drinking is the route to 

excitement, while others drink for its calrning effects; yet others drink to cope with insecurity or 

because of an inability to deal with a bad mariage or to get relief fiom intemal conflicts or to 

escape feelings of depression. By resorting to a substance or a particular activity, the person is 

attempting to exert control over some si@wit and painfiil aspect of his Iife situation that he 

feeIs unabIe to control and deal with. The addiction serves as a palliative for a chronically 

distressuig, fearfiil, unbearable internai mental state. Thus the object of the addiction functions 

powerfully by providing a cornfortabte bufer aga& a painfiil r d i  and the soothing feeling that 

aii is weil. 

- 
L nus, acidic~iotl cari b i  a m  ÜS î k  d k 3  rai? a f ; k  gq'zk~bgkd ,&%s h: 3 d?:g ct 

an activity provides and it is this ewperience itserfthat the person becomes addicted ta. Any 
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powerfiil experience in which people can lose thernselves can become the object of an addiction 

(Peele & Brodsky, 1991). Narcotics provide p@n relief, cocaine provides exhilaration, alcohol 

and gambling produce a sense of power, shopping and eating make people feel they are loved and 

cared for. Ail of these addictions ailow the person to eliminate or greatly reduce anxiety because 

they focus the person's attention completely and they produce some positive emotion such as 

excitement or calmness or the experience of success and power. The drug or activity lets them 

temporady escape their misery and fkd peace or ecstaq. Addicted people repeatedly search out 

these s p e s c  human experiences through their addictive involvements; the addiction then 

becomes a way of coping with painfùl feelings and We situations and of artificially acquiring 

feelings and rewards they feel unable to obtain in other ways. Addiction thus becomes a 

particular lifestyle that defines the person; it is a way of coping with the world and the self. Thus 

it is always important to explore the individual's experientiai redm and ask, "Why does this 

particular person, at this particular point in time, find a particular substance or activity so all- 

encompassing and inescapable?" It is the answer to this question that allows us to understand 

how ordinary people can find a basic experience so powerful and overwhelming that it takes over 

their lives and seerningly robs them of their fiee d l .  

An essentid feature of addiction is its compulsive nature. An addiction is a particular kind 

of compulsion. A compulsion is a seerningly irresidde, repetitious urge to engage in an act 

(Nevid, Rathus, & Greene, 1994). It is the compulsive nature of the addiction that rnakes people 

feel they have lost control over themselves in relation to the drug or activity. Psychologists have 

long recognized that what lurks behind compulsions are intense f m ,  anxieties, or b e r  conflicts, 

often experienced as a sense of dread. Compulsions can be seen as a way of dealiig with such 

intense anxieties. The human experience of anxiety is powef ly  paintiil and complex. M e t y  

can be "a helptess, sick feeling of guilt; a fiantic desperate shakuig with no way to grasp the 

&iiut~S &iai 5mi iü iktü~ieïi a C Ü ~ ~ Ü Ü  pniro i & i g  &üüi a-a f i ik  *&hi@; ûï &y 

of hundreds of experiences" @kirth, 2000). Because anxiety is so painfûi and powerful, it 



provides us with an important prinaple for understanding potentially destructive and self- 

de feating behaviors: serf-defeaiing b e h o r s  armd actMties become estab lished and are 

maintained becaicse theyfimction to redirce amiev; amie@ rehction is an extreme!ypowerficI 

reijorcer of ceriarit behaviors, ~ O T c u ~  when the anxiety reuùctron follows irnmediaely 

from tk behavior and îhe negative consepertees of the reinforced behavior are &layed 

(Martin, 2000). This principle has direct reievance and application to al addictive activities and 

behaviors whose compulsive, driven guality leads so o h  to seIfdestructive and self-defeating 

consequences. Tbrough their abiity to fonts and absorb attention, compulsive activities help to 

diminish or amiihilate the individuai's 8MEieties and outsf-control felings; they help the person 

forget his problernq his fears and anxieties, and bis pain 

Another factor in the development of an addiction is the nature of the social environment 

or the personal We situation of an individuai. Often, people will tum to dmgs or compulsive 

involvements during bad phases in th& Iives, such as a divorce, a death in the W y ,  a job loss, 

or any other major stresses that corne dong. This is a t h e  when people loose their moorings, 

their sense of direction or purpose. Many recover on their own or with the help of W y  and 

fiiends and move on to the next stage in their Iives. ûti~ers, however, do not and may continue on 

for years in a progressive d o m a r d  spiral unless others step in to help or the addict begins to 

take stock of his or her life at some later point. Adolescence is another phase in which maay 

young people kt expcriment with drugs, although many of them mature out of this phase as they 

take on adult responsiiities such as careers, kgha education, or parenthood. 

Social cias ciifferences dm account for ciifkences in addiction rates. People who are 

Iower d o m  the social and economic scale are more likely to become addicteci to alcohol dmgs, 

or cigarettes, to be obese, or to have beai a victim of sexual or physicai abuse m the M y .  The 

upper and middIe socioeconomic classes a h  have their addiction and behaviorai problems but 

riiey are generaiiy der in range. AcKctions such as  shopping, exercise, and buiimia i ~ c i  io Ôe 

primarily c0~ected with, and more widespread in, the upper and rniddle classes. 



Certain people a m  more prone ta developing addictive invoivements than others. Many 

addicts corne from more deprived or abusive backgrounds and have more emotionai problems, 

altiiough this alone does not cause them to becorne addicts- Others f?om the same khi& of 

backgrounds and with similar emotiooal probiems do aot resort to addictive behaviors. What 

most addicts seem to have in cornmon is a feeling of powedessness to bring about the positive 

feelings they want to feel or to accomplish îheir goals, without res~rting to dmgq alcohol or 

some other addictive involvement. As a group, they tend to fkeL more powerIess and less capable 

of dealing with Mie than other people, evea before they h m e  addided (Peele, 1989). It is in the 

addiction that they find their preferred way to obtain th& desired feelings such as power, or dm, 

or acceptane by others - a means that is easier, powerfùi, and more immediate than other, more 

ordinary, ways of acquiring these feelings. In this way, their own sense of powerlessness is 

translateci into the belief that the h g  or activity is di-powerfirl because it is the ody thing that 

codérs on them the ability to get w h  they want or need. Furthemore, addicts have aot been 

found to have stronger urges ta engage in these adVities than other people but rather they 

exercise Iess self-f-restraint in giving in to their impulses and urges; they put fewer brakes on their 

behaviors. 

TaMe 1 : T h m  Major Faeton lnvolved in Addiction (Adapted from Peeie, 1989) 

The Person Social EnvironmenüSituation The Addictive Experience 

Hoiâs values mat 
support or do flot 
counterad addidion, 
e.g., la& of achieve 
ment motivation. 

Le& of restraint and 
inhibiüon, 

Barran & depnved: disadvantaged 
social groups; war zones 

Antisocial peer gmups 

Absence of supportive social groups. 
Oisturûeâ or rnatadapüve family 
stnidüm 

üfe situations such as adolescence, 
temporaty isolation, deprivation, or 
siresses. 

Créates powerful. immediate sensations; 
focuses & absorbS attention. 

Himinates pain, anxIety. uncertainty, 
gui& and other negaüve sensations or 
feelings 



The best enplanation of addiction takes into account the individual's mind, body, and 

sociai or cuIturai context. The effects of a substance or an activity cannot be isolated fiom the 

context of human experience. Thinking of addiction as a "disease" or a chemical dependency faits 

to take into account the power of the mind in generating the need for a pdcuIar substance or 

activity. PeeIe (1989) argues agaimt the view of addiction as a disease, that "rather than 

determining people's conduct, substance use is the remit of what peopie believe, d u e ,  want." 

People are active agents in - not passive victuns of - their addictions. However, it is also 

understandabIe that people want to exphin their problems in terms of forces over which they have 

little or no control. Viewing addiction as a disease dlows them ta disown responsibiIity and 

accountability for their difficulties, to avoid self-reflection, and to avoid looking for causes and 

finding solutions. 

Peete (1989, 1987) argues powerfiiIIy and wnvincingly that the tendency for people to 

becorne addicted is intimately tied to their valuedriven choices, that both cultural and personai 

values are crucial in determining who becomes and remains addicted and who chooses not to do 

so. The fÎnding that practically dl cokge students discontinue using dnigs or anything that 

interferes with their college weers and the fact that hospita1 patients almost never use narcotics 

once they l ave  the hospital shows that people do not invariabiy succumb to the dure of drugs. 

Furthemore, most problem-drinkers recover on their own and miIlions ofsmokers over the years 

have given up cigarettes without medical or other treatrnent. The reasons that people do not 

succumb to drug addiction are al values issues; it is because these people do not "see themseives 

ar adiicr~, dm 't wish [O sped fhek ?ives purmng und moring the effects of h g s ,  inid refwe 

to engage in ce* behaviors iht might edmger  their fmiiies or careers" (Peele, 1989). 

In addition, more people find shopping, gambling, eating, and sex fiir more appeaiing than 

doing drugs. Chocdate cake and orgasms provide them with far more intense pIeasure than 

cirinking or dnig tahg. Yet oniy a very smaii numumk pursue ihese wiiiioul exercising resùaini. 

Most people are abIe to resist the d u r e  of excessive sweets and sexual indulgences because of 



their values: they do not want to get fat, die of hearî attacks, make fools of themselves, or hurt 

others. Rather, they value maintahhg t k  healtb, their M e s ,  their careers, and their self- 

respect. Yet vaiues such as these play a si@cant role in prevenîing addictive behavion &om 

developing but are almost never taken into account in understanding the nature of addictive 

Thuq whether a person becornes susceptible to an addiction is determineci by a complexity 

of &on that include not only the values held by the person but also bis or her f&gs and 

attitudes about seif and life which, in tum, depends on the person's personai history (childhood 

expaierices), personality &ors, and the m e n t  s d  environment. To quote Peele again 

Adh'ction is a logical extemion of a way of life and ifs interaction with a drug experience, rather 
than of the chemistry of one dnrg or another- Adaïctton is noi a phystological mystery, but 
rather an organic outgrowth of a person 'J relationship to the world To understand any 
individuai case of addictiorr, we mupt ask " W h t  does this person derive fiom the drug antifrom 
experiencing its efects? " In part, our m e r s  will be that it fills time. structures a life, provides 
a reassuring ritual, and ofers an identity- Then we must go deeper, into the &et 's own 
experience of the drug, d f i n d  out how and why it massures, andfiom what it ofers relie$ 
Only by comprehending these problems and hm the particular drug creates an escape fiom 
them, can we get to the m e  mtum of the oriactionfw that person 

Whether or not an addiction exists can be determuid by examining four characteristics 

1. Addiction esists on a continuum with ordinuy bchavior. Addiction is not an akr- 

nothing phenornenon shce there is no distinct physiological mechaaism that sets off an addiction. 

Population studies of people with dcohohm, drug addiction, and compulsive involvernents 

regularly reveai that these probIems accur dong a continuum rather than forming distinct addict 

and non-addict profiles; there is significant variability in the seventy of these problems. People 

can be more or less addicteci to a substance or an involvement, dependhg on the degree to which 

h controls his or her life. Total addiction to a dnig or an activity is at one end of the continuum 

and represents ody a s d  part of an addiction probIem, Towards the other end of the spectm 
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would be milder or lesser versions of substance use and activity involvement, di the way to the 

point where involvement or use is occasional, sporadic, infrequent or non-existent. 

2. An addiction detracts from aii other involvements a person has. To determine whether an 

addiction exists, it must decided whether the activity is hannfiil in the sense ofundercutting or 

diminishing a person's We. Questions to which answers rnust be considered are whether the 

person's health wiii be adversely affkcted, whether the involvement is the one and only real focus 

in the person's lifé, does the involvement detract fiom other parts of the person's life to the extent 

that it dirninishes the person's ability and interest in dealing with anything else, such as faniily life. 

When the individual cannot deal with other areas of hidher life, or gets no gratification fiom 

anything else outside the involvement, or cannot live without constant reference to that 

invoIvement, then a tùll-blown addiction exists. However, at some level only the individuai cm 

determine how much a particulas involvement is haming his or her We. 

3. In time, addiction is no longer a pleasurable experience. in the beginning the object of the 

addiction does provide a pleasurable response for a tirne. However, by the tirne the person 

becomes addicted, this expenence fades into the background. What the addictive substance or 

involvement does is elhinate or blunt awareness of ernotional pain and negative emotional States 

such as feu, amiety, guilt, discodort, etc. The temporary euphoria experienced with alcohol or 

garnbling, for exarnple, is the euphona of a sudden releasing of one's cares and woes; the object 

of the addiction is pursued out of the n e d  to avoid facing and dealing with other things. 

4. Addiction is the inability to choose not to do something. Addicts are unable to make the 

decision to stop pursuing the object of their addiction when it begins to hurt, when it ceases to be 

pleasurable, and even when it results in highiy destructive consequences for them, for exarnple, 

when heaith, finances, career, or family relationships are jeopadued. Mead, they are 

wmpulsively driven by various underlying motivations to continue the involvement; the addict is 

not consciously aware of these underlying motivations and therefore cannot controi hkher 

behavior with respect to the object of the addiction. 



PeeIe (1987) cites severai areas of research that provide evidence that cdturai and 

personal vdues are essential factors in combating addiction: (1) the large ethnic group ciifferences 

in the s u c d  socialization of moderate consumption of every kind of substaoce; (2) the strong 

intentional aspects of addictive behavior, (3) the tendency for some people to abuse a range of 

unrelated substances and to display other selfdesûuctive behaviors; (4) deveIopmentd stuàies 

that repeatdy discover that value orientations play a large role in styles of dmg use in 

adolescence and beyond; and (5) the relationship of therapeutic and n a d  remission to personal 

d u e  resolutions by addicts and to life changes they make that evoke values which compete with 

addiction. 

The disease model, on the other han& assumes the existence of an underiying and 

inescapable biological source for addictions, some neurochemical or genetic adaptation thaî 

explains compulsive behaviors. Furthermore, these neurochemiwi adjusünents lead to predictabie 

and measurable toierance and withdrawal. F i y ,  the neurochemiwi systems underlying 

addiction are assumeci to be irreversiile, such that a progressive worsening of the addiction is 

inevitable and requires medical treatment in order to stop it. However, the u n i v d t y  of s q  

food, non-compulsive gambhg, shopping, or exercise contradicts such a deterministic mode1 of 

addiction which requires neworeceptors and endorphins to explain how daily, ordinary activities 

implicate fundamental addictive mechanisms. The obvious question is always, 'Why then doesn't 

wqone becorne addicteci to tbe same activity?" Such neurochdcal and genetic theones are 

redy retiited by standard epidemiological studies that show tremendous variability in a person's 

tendency to be addicted over t h e  and in difE'erent setthp. Furthermore, the epidemiologic 

literature also shows that natural remission is by far the most cornon path out of compulsive 

behaviours (Peele, Brodsky, & Aniold, 1991). 

This suggests that addicts, rather than having a "diseasen for which they m o t  be held 

rww&, a-e wkG F&:c--- kvkg or rIlIV~7d &,9&mG W&Fh 

they can exert ultimate wntrol with or without help 6om therapists- It aIso suggests that many 
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people can and do heal themselves fiom their addictions or compulsive behaviours, that people 

are active self-healers who are capable of hdhg the answers and resources within themselves. 

In addition to Peele, Szasz (1972) and Torrey (1974) are two psychiatrists who also have 

argued long and bard against the medical model as an approach to most of the problems of human 

behavior. Torrey also believes that as an approach to the probletus of human behavior, the 

medical model produces confiisions and absurdities rather than solutions; the categorization of 

irratiouai and seifdestructive behavior under the medical madel of "diseasen is neither valid, nor 

logicai, nor accurate and those who use it are required to bend facts beyond credibility. One 

consecpence of the medical or disease appmch to social dis is that no human emotional or 

behavioral disorder is exempt h m  being categorized as a disease. Everyone is potentially 

susceptiile to being pathologized, no matter how seemingly healthy, good, or in control of 

themselves they are. Once addictions become ueated as diseases, then anything that people do, 

but should not do, becomes categorized as a disease, fkom criminai activity to sexual promiscuity 

to p r d t i o n .  Disease notions have corne to dominate our way of thinking about major areas 

of ordinary experience and ordinary problems associakd with family life, growing up, wnducting 

persanai relatioashipq and of learning to accept our weaknesses, imperfections, and limitations. 

"...today, the notion of mental iüness is used cbieily to obscure and explain away problems in 

personal and social relationships. ,,,. We now deny moral, personai, politicai, and social 

controversies by pretending that they are psychiatrie probl ems..." (Szasz, 1972). Szasz argues 

that there is a real danger in viewing ditliculties and probIems in M g  as mental ilinesses. Mental 

illness is a disease only in the metaphoncal sense and should never be taken literally as a reaiity. 

Utimately, the medical view robs us of our humanity by reducing aii our problems to biology. 

The baIefÙi consequace ofthe disease approach to human behaviors is that it Ieads to the 

revision of notions personai responsibility and undercuts morai and Iegal standards of 
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actually undermines people's self-control by tehg them that they have a biological "chernid 
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dwdency" or that they have some genetic predisposition to their behavior and are thmefore 

helpless to overcome it. The disease conception literally undermines the individuai's obligation to 

control hislher behavior and to m e r  for h n d u c t .  Furthemore, diseme notions tend to 

inctease the incidence of self-defeating and destnrctive behaviors because they excuse, reinforce, 

and legitimize such bebaviors, convincing people, contrary to the evidence, that th& behavior is 

not under their control. 

Thus disease conceptions of troublesome behaviors are not ody bad science but are dso 

morally and inteliechially stoppy. Behavior cannot be rduced solely to biology. It was 

psychology as a discipline that origsnaiiy advanced our understanding of human behavior precisely 

because it 6xed the cause of irrational, self4efeating behavior witbin the controt of the individuai, 

within his free will and self-responsibility, rather than in a b n o r d  brain hction (Torrey, 1974). 

The individual has the ability to bring about changes in him or herse& either directly or indirdy. 

The medical modei, however, partidariy in the am of addictions, @es short SM to 

psychological and environmentaI factors. It eschews or ignores the very human values thai make 

our iives worth Iivuig. 

A different metaphor that is perhaps more u d  in understanding why and how people 

develop selfdestnictive khaviors, emotional disturbances, and probIems in living is that of a tree 

growing towards sunlight in a forest (Bohart, 1990). ifthe tree grows up in an overcrowded 

forest, it rnay have to grow in cantorted ways to reach the Iight. When considered out of context, 

the tree rnay look dysfiuictiond or warped compared to its more forhinate feilows. Yet its 

"behaviof bas arisen out of a positive attempt to adapt, to grow, and to survive. Furthemore, in 

spite of its "histoq", if, at any point in the, ligfit is provided m a new, more positive direction, it 

can positively change its path, 'Che tree has grown in its seemingly distorted manner, not because 

it has ûied to avoid painful tniths about itselfor because it is c m g  to idhile fantasies or 

ii "L& .lefL&.Le geU=, "oUi fa&- Licirx & .& tÿii kUWJ fuùlw g6w 

towards the iight. 



Problems in iiving and dysfiinctional behavious can be seen as reactive in nature. A 

young tree or a young humau being responds and reacts to what is provided by its environment, 

for M e r  or for worse. Psychologicai disturbances do not arise h m  some basic personality 

def& or a biochemicai or genetic defect but rather can be seen as reactions to the human 

environment. Dysfùnctional behaviour emerges fiom a person's whole life situation, inchiding 

his/her biology, me history, and curent circumstances; di of these have inherent constraints and 

the person attempts to fhd a pathway through these constraints (Bohart & Tailman, 1999). Both 

psychological and behavioral problems develop as attempts to live with an unlivable or 

unmanageable situation. D e f i e  solutions and coping devices, which are o f h  themselves 

dysfhctiond, nevertheless emerge as attempts to restore or preserve functioning in response to 

particular lifé wents. It is in this sense that addictions c m  best be understood as an individual's 

attempt at adjument, albeit a self-destructive one, to his or her environment or circumstances. 

Addiction is a WrtuaI style of copiug, although one tbat is capable of being m d e d  by the 

person with changing psychological and life circumstances. 

This represents a fiindamentally more positive and non-pathologizing view of hurnan 

beings and the forces underfying dysfllnctional behavior. The human being, like the tree, is a 

process that continues to change throughout its We span. Human beings exist in continuai 

interaction with their surrounding environment. They continue to respond to those surroundings 

and can choose to change th& behavior in order to achieve a more integrated fit or a more 

ftnctional adaptation. Human beings also have the capacity to pro& fiom f d a c k ,  to mod@ 

heir immediate responses, and to stand back and mode the "programsn themselves. In other 

words, human beings have the abirlity to leam fiom experience and profit fiom new undersiandhg 

and howledge. 

This suggests that a Iearning mode1 for hurnan behavior is more appropriate than the 

meriid mociei. niucit oi wôiti actudiy id psycc)fh~dpy h, ki k t ,  a p f ~  ctrf 

education, s@caUy of learning or re-lemhg new ways of thinking and behaving that produce 
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new ways of feeling. Psychotherapy is not a medical procedure but an educatiod procedure. To 

leam is to acquire new information, sic&, and attitudes; there is Iearning about oaeseifand others, 

about why people rem as they do toward certain others, about how attitudes such as rtn 

expectation of success rather than failure produces d E i t  feeiings and outcornes, and about 

how acquiring certain skilis wiii make handling interpersonal relationships easier. As learning, 

these are di part of education, not medicine (Torrey, 1974). This is the kind of learning that 

results in psychological change. Even psychoanalpis can be seen as an educational process in its 

attempt to correct the deficiencies of eariy parenting, eariy Ieafning, or the consequences of 

trauma; clients are taught to see the interco~ections between their private feeiings, sensations, 

and thoughts. ln tàct, there is strong agreement that the common a r e  of aii methods of therapy 

is the concept of leaniing. 

This is why the appücation of medicine's disease mode1 to psychology is inappropriate and 

fùndamentaiiy in error, because the source of an emotiod difficulty or irrationai, self4estnictive 

behavior is fàr more likely to be found by an understanding of growth and development patterns, 

and the deficiencies of early learuing than by resorting to the concept of mental disease based on a 

genetic or neurochemicai defect. (There are, of course, important exceptions whexe behaviors can 

be the result of idenwle  biologicai or neurochemical disorders such as schizophrenia, autism, 

mongoiism, or neurosypbilis.) What is lost with the medical mode1 for explainhg selfaestructive 

or emotionally disturbed human behavior is a sense of people's own self-arneliorative powers, 

their tremendous capaw to heal themseives, with and without the help of psycho-therapy. Self- 

healing aises fiom a developmental tendency to integrate information. Seif-healing is the human 

capacity to recover Eom emotionally injurious experiences, to repair dysfiincîional life pattern, 

and to change ways of feeling and behaving so that the individuaI moves toward greater 

coherence and fiinctiodhy @ o h  & Tallman, 1999). However, the existence of a tendeucy to 
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mature, productÏve, or actualized ways of acting and king. men, major self-healing takes pIace 



only w h  developmentai or environmental challenges mate a need for individuals to reorganize 

th& lives, Le., a need for individuais to re-educate themselves about their problems and leam 

aIteniatiVe ways of managing their lives. 

. . v o e W ~ b v ~ u a ~ f o r ~  

Alwholism is one form of addiction that is widespread in North American society. It 

affects both men and women, it encompasses virkially aii age ranges fiom adolescence to old age, 

and it occm in aii socioeconornic classes. As such, alcoholism can be seen as a prototype for ail 

addictions, whether the addiction involves another dmg or an involvement such as gambüng or 

shopping. Because addictions affect a subçtantial portion of the population, the consequences of 

addictive behavior can be seen and felt in those who are in long-term contact with the addict, 

particularly the immediate family. Therefore, 1 d examine the psychological effects of 

aicohoiism on the families and children of alcoholics with the understanding that msay of these 

same &as wiU be applicable ta any kind of addiction or addictive W y ,  and Md& to some 

degree in di dysfundonal families. 

Families with one or more alcoholic members dEer not ody in socioeconomic or h o -  

demographic characteristics but also differ si@cantly in the dynamic and behaviorai aspects of 

W y  me. In one M y ,  dwholism may resuit in members deveioping a copying style that is 

designed as an attempt to isolate the aiwholic member, to protect other M y  members fiom the 

adverse consequemes of the alcoholic's behavior whiIe mtoxicated, and to emphasize the values 

of independence, seif-reliance, and lowered expectations (Steinglass, 1987). in another M y ,  

the rnembers may be v h d y  oblivious or bihd to parental drinking or other aIcoholic behavior, 

while a third W y  might see alcoholism as inevitable or nomai, as a built-in, accepted feaaire of 
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may be M y  aware of the adverse consequences thaî aicoholism is imposing on them but they may 
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be helpless to corne up with efféctive strate& for dealing with the difficuities presented by the 

alcaholic's behavior. in yet other families, the.members may inadvertently make matters worse by 

respondiog in ways tbat worsen rather than lessen problems. 

Kritsberg (1985) i d d e d  four major types of aicoholic famiy systems: (1) the famity 

where active dcohoiism is present, usually involving multigenerational aicoholism, (2) the active 

alcoholic has stopped drinking but the f d y  system continues to operate with the same 

dysfiuctional behaviorq (3) active drinking has stopped for one or more generations but the 

fbdy dynamics continue to operate in the same characteristic way as an alcoholic farnily, and (4) 

a fomeriy non-alcohoiic fhmiiy becomes aicoholic. AU alcoholic M y  systerns are dysfllnctional 

and involve emotional abuse that damages the children in different ways and to different degrees. 

Often tiaere is cruelty, tyranny, and physicai, sexual andior verbal abuse in these families, making 

the impact and the severity of the damage that much greater. 

Thus, many aduIts who grew up in aicoholic families will continue to suffer fiom the 

effects of parentai alcoholism in various ways. Family aicoholism has had a powexfui influence on 

th& way of being in the worId because of the h a .  developmeutal impact on their growth as  

human beings; it bas fiequently changed their thoughts and feelings as weii as their attitudes and 

reactions in si@cant ways that lave them unabIe to he productive, hdthy lives or to have 

healthy rehtionships. Such children have grown up in a home where an underment ofanxiety 

and tension was dways present. Their sense of seifbecame distorted and many aspects of their 

development are missing or distorted. in many ways, these chiidren have lost their childhoods 

because one or more parents was alcoholic or had some other addiction. 

Alcoholism is a M y  dysfùnction that is both personal and systemic; it affects each W y  

member at the individual level and also affects the tùnctioning of the M y  as a whole. "mor 

many families, alcoholism is a condition that has the capacity to become the central organiPng 
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an integral part of W y  functioning that we begin to talk about an dcoholc fami&. in order to 



structure their day-to-day lives and to cope with the alcoholic parent, alcoholic M e s  are buund 

by a number of d e s  of behavior as weii as s@c roles for each family rnember. These rules and 

roles are designed to keep the system closed. They are rigid and destructive and serve to maintain 

the aicoholic's agenda, nameiy, to d o w  the alcohoiic access to bis substance, to avoid pain, to 

protect his defenses, and M y  to deny that any of these goals exist. These d e s  and rotes aiso 

funaion as an attempt to bring order and stabiity to a W y  that has becorne increasingiy 

chaotic? unpredictabie, and unstable (Wegscheider, 1981; Kritsberg, 1985). It is this dynamic that 

produces low tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity in famiiy members as weli as an urgent need 

for siab@ and predictability which translates into safety. 

The alcoholic family is an inflexiile, rigid system that cannot adapt to change easiIy, if at 

di. The d e s  that are adopted in the W y  woive over tirne in response to the increasing 

instability created by the alcoholic's dishirbed life style. As the addictive behavior worsens, the 

alcaholic paradoacally loses power over In's own behavior at the same time that he wieids more 

power over the behaviors he imposes on his M y .  At the same t h e  that he depends on his 

family to bail him ou? emotionally, sociaüy, or f h c i d y ,  he controis what they Say, do, 

and feel. 

The dcoholic family operates in accordance with four general ''process'' d e s  that are at 

the core of their dysfhctionai system: (1) the d e  of rigidity, (2) the d e  of silence, (3) the nile 

of deniai, and (3) the d e  of isolation (Kritsberg, 1985). Cùiidren leam these d e s  as they grow 

up in alcoholic homes and it becorne their way of responding to the worid as adults. They tend to 

s e k  out and iden* with other people who respond to the worid in the same way, according to 

the same des. 

The d e  of @di@ ensures that the M y  rremains mtiexiile. The W y  m o t  adapt 

eady to change and members are not aiiowed to change themseives or to make changes in the 

iaiTiifv system; the impiicit nie is to maintain the siaius quo ai aii cosi. înis r@Q sinicfurt: 

prevents hdtby emotional and cognitive growth in the cfrildren who are forced into distorted 



perceptions and behaviors to accomodate the alwholic's agenda. The unpredictable or 

destructive behavior of the alcoholic forces the other M y  members to make continuai 

adjustments to accommodate to the consequences of that behavior, in the process they develop 

increasingiy rigid and set ways of responding themseives, As a resuif these children deveiop into 

adults who have a need to control aü aspects of üfe, including otber people, to keep potential 

chaos, unpredictabiiity, and anxiety at bay. 

The d e  of silence is another feature of severely dysfirnctional, alcoholic families. Neither 

the spouse nor the children are dowed to taik about what is reaiiy happening in the family, nor 

what myone is really feeling - neither with each other nor with outsiders. Because the alcohotic 

himherseifis in so much emotional pain, he or she simply m o t  handle the paintùl feelings of 

other W y  members becawe becoming aware of and attendhg to the pain tends to intensüj 

hismer own paintlll feelings. So the alcoholic member needs the other members to deny or 

concd th& tme feelings of fear, ppain, wnfiision, and anger. Children and spouses are simply 

not permitteci to talk about w h  is seen, heard or felt. This severely hampers communication 

among M y  members and creates a kind of disorientation or mystification about what is really 

happening in the family. Reality checking by tdkhg about what is seen or heard is strongly 

discourageci. Thus, whatever communication of thoughts or feelings is permitteci tends to be 

distorted and incomplete, When these chiidren grow up, repression, pretense, and denial becorne 

lifelong ways of relating to and coping with others. The emotional weli-being has been 

compromiseci because they are unable to bction openly and honestly in the worid. 

With the mie of d&& the alcohoiic W y  fht  believes that alcohol is not the cause of 

the f'amily's problems. When Î t  becomes gIaringly obvious that there is aicohol abuse going on 

and that there is a dependency on it, it suddeniy becomes ody a compticatuig factor, not the root 

of the diEcuity. FamiIy m e m b  are told, in so many words or in non-verbal language, tbat wbat 

iiiq sec, hw,  aiid f& h mt me; &ey uë m m d d  5ÿ d i &  aiï dl idrs G t h q  $rü&z ;a 

pretend that nothing is wrong As a r d t ,  chiIdrw Ieam not to trust - neither themselves nor 



others. A new beiief then emerges that something or someone else is responsible for the 

aiwholic's dependency and that person or t b g  becornes the scapegoat. This ailows the next step 

to be insti~ed: everyone in the W y  tnust be an " d e r . "  This means that in one way or 

another each W y  member play his or her part in protecting the alcoholic's behavior and 

dependency; they make excuses, wver up, take over others' responsibilities, accept the des, and 

protect the status quo - aii in the name of [ove, honor or loyalty to the M y  - but actuaiiy to save 

the f i d y  fiom shame, ernbarmsment, guih and above di to protect them fiom painflll feelings. 

isoiation is another d e  for the W y .  No one may discuss what is r d y  going on with 

outsiders. The mytb is created that those outside the system wiii not understand the family and 

cannot be trusted. Scrutiny by outsiders is a threat to the fàmiIy system because they might 

undermine the aIcoholic's wntrol over the hdy.  New information or advice fiom the outside 

can mate upheaval and change everything. As a result, M y  rnembers may cling to each other 

emotiody but never leam to becorne tnily intimate because they are limited in what they can 

admit to each other about whaî is going on and whaî they are reaiiy feeling. This emotional 

isolation of famiiy members fkom themseives and each other takes its toU in kiings of Ionelines 

and emptiness which nui deep. This is what makes adult children especialIy vulnerable to co- 

dependency in th& adult reiationships. Co-dependency refers to the condition of lost seifhood or 

false selfIiood in which an individuai loses touch with bis or her own inner experience and looks to 

outside sources (people) in an attempt to feel whole or complete. 

Preservation of the rigid alcoholic M y  system is dso accomplished by means of its 

members taking on a number of roles which are an extension of the M y  des. These roIes offer 

individual members some measure of stability and predictabiüty for him- or herseif They aüow 

members to bide their true feehgs behind a r t i f i d  behavior pattern and offer them a parti& 

kind of reward or payoK F a d y  members do not consciously adopt the various roles but raîher 
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with th& painfiil feelings. These roles have been labelled as: the M l e r ,  the Hero, the 



Scapegtxzt, the Lost Child, the Plocator, and the Clown or Mascol (Wegscheider, 1981; 

Kritsberg, 1985; Black, 1991). It is within these roles that the true self becomes hidden and a 

false seif  emerges in its place. 

The h b l e r  prevents the alcoholic from expexiencing the consequences of his or her 

alcohoiic behavior. The enabler's characteristic symptom is poweriessness and dhe is motivated 

by anger. The payoff for this role is a sense of self-ripirteousness and importance but in the 

process dhe may suffer fiom the physical or psychosomatic effects of "martyrdom." 

ïhe Hero ties to make the M y  look good by achievhg success at schwl or work, This 

person is motivated by a sense of guilt or inadequacy and resorts to over-achievement to get 

positive attention as well as a sense of &-worth for him- or h d  and also for the Eamily. The 

hero is oflen also the over-functioning, takwharge child who takes on too much responsibility in 

the home. The price for this role is a feeling of compulsion or driven-ness, as weii as the need 

take control of every situation and other people. These individuais are often weli-organized and 

stnictured but lack flexiiity. 

The Scapeg~l diverts attention fiom the M y  by getting into trouble. The person in this 

roie is motivated by feelings of hurt and resorts to delinquent behavior to get attention, although it 

is negative attention. This serves to divert the focus of attention away &om the alcoholic and 

onto himselfbut at the cost of self-destructive and later addictive behavior. 

The Lost Child hides away and tries not to make waves or draw attention to him/herseK 

This person's role is motivated by feelings of intense Ioneliness and dhe is usually solitary, shy, 

and withdrawn. The payoff for this behavior is escape h m  an unbearable M y  Ee, relief for the 

W y  at not having to deal with another needy chiid but at the expense of social isolation with its 

attendant deveiopmental consequences. 

ïhe Placator and the C i m  or Mmot all try to reduce wnflict and lessen tension in the 

h i î y  Oy king huy, amushg, ciever, or mie and ieus smooiiiing iiiings UV&. TIW fois  a i t  

motivated by fear and serve to get the individual attention by being amusing and making things 
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fiin or fhq for the rest of the family. The placator is often a warm, caring, sensitive, listening 

child who attends to everyone's emotional needs except her o m  The price for these roles is 

often immaturity and any number of e rno t id  disturbances, inchidhg an iaability to look after 

one's own a d s  and wants. 

The assignment of these d e s  is usually a ftnction of M y  position, rather than 

personality factors. Typically, the enabler is either the husband or wifk, the oldest ctiild is the 

hero, the second cMd is the scapegoat, and later chiidren wiii pick up the d e s  of the lost chjld, 

the clown and the placator. Some roles, such as scapegoaî and hero rmy repeat ifthere are more 

childreu Sometimes these soles becorne blended or interchanged as various members grow up or 

leave or as needs change, but generaiiy they are rigid or fixed. An only child in an dcoholic M y  

generaily takes on parts of al these roles, aitemathg them or playing them simdtaneously. In 

such a case, the wnfiision and pain are even more ovenhelming. These roles and d e s  aiiow for 

some stabiiity and predictabiiity in the famiiy and help members contain their anxiety. 

Because alcohoiic families are unable to suppIy their chddren with consisteut love and 

suppon the chiidren in these fiimilies exprieme two major types of abandonment: physical 

abandonment and ernotionai abandonment. Both kinds of abandonment create a core motion of 

fear which is primal and unverbalized because the chdd knows or senses thaî without the addt it 

winot suvive. 

W~ physïcal abandonment, the chiid is lefi aione too long or too ofien with its physid 

needs unmet; this may include rnissed meais or feedings, extended Mod of time where the mfant 

or toddler is left in soileci diaper, it may mean leaving the chiid(ren) aione and mattendeci for 

hours and often &ys, or leaviug the infant or young child in the care of older siblings who are still 

children themseives. Such repeated incidents of physical abandonment laves the child with a 

core of fear and Ionehess that persists into aduithood (Kritsberg, 1985). The message the child 

taices away is ihai yüe is noi wanieci. 

Emotional abandomnent is just as devasta~g- Here the parent camot provide the child 
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with enough or consistent emotional support to nurture the child in a healthy way The chiid's 

physical ueeds a u y  be met but its emotional need for affection, play with the mother, hugging, eye 

contact and other nurhiring behaviors are lacking. The child is left with the same message - that it 

is not wanted. ïhe emotiod abandonment leaves the ctnld with a deep sense of worthiessness 

and i n . ,  fôrcing the cMd to struggie with feelings of emptiness, abandoment, hurt, and 

d e t y  which dso persist into adulthood. These persistént feelings may result in emotional 

numbing and an inability to attach or comect emotiody wfth others; there is no sense of security 

or belonging. As addts these children use munbing as protection @mt ovenirhelming emotional 

pain that includes profound hurt, anger, loneliness, sadnesq resentment, and disûust. Mary adult 

children of aicoholics have said, 'Tm aikaid that if1 ever start to cïy, I'ii never stopn (Kritsberg, 

1985). 

Table 2, the Fm@ System C o n t i m ,  shows that M e s  can range h m  swerely 

dysfiinctional to highly fiinctiond (Kritsberg, 1985). Families with dcoholism or some other 

addiction, or where parents are physically, &y, or eniotiomi abusive wüI generdy M 

somewhere between O and -10 on the continuum. However, there wilI also be degrees or pockets 

of good functioning for some members or fw &lMnt membas at dinerent h e s  and situations. 

The chart lists the criteria for the traits and characteristics of an aiwholic or addiciive W y  in 

cornparison to a heahhy famiiy. 

The Abanubmnenr Mcrfrlx shows that there are two core motional responses to the 

anxiety that develops out of the fear of abandonment: the anger route in which the person 

predorninantly develops resentment and distrust and the hurt roue in which the person succurnbs 

to a pennsive sadness and lonehess. The alcoholic W y  also has a Iayer of shame and Nt 

attached to these painfiil motions because these were used to d o m  the Eimily des.  
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Table 2: The Family System Continuum 

Rigid rules 
Rigid roles 
Family secrets 
Resists outsiders entering the system 
Ir very serious 
No persona1 privacy; unclear 
personal boundaries 
False loyalty to the family: members are 
never free to leave the system. 
Conflict between members is denied 
and ignored. 

1. Flexible rules 
2. Flexible roles 
3. No fimiiy secrets 
4. Allow outsiders into the system 
5. Has a sense of humour 
6. Members have right to personal privacy and 

develop a sense of self. 
7. Mernben have a sense of farnily and are permitteci 

to leave the system. 
8. Conflict between members is allowed and resoived. 

The farniiy resists change. 9. The fimily continualiy changes and graws. 
1 O. There is no unity: the family is i O. There is a sense of wholeness, of fimily 

fragmented. togethemess. 

Anger 

Resen t ment Distrust Sadness Loneliness 

ECntsberg, Wayne, 1985. The A M t  Chilcfen of AIcohoIics S ' o r n e .  Pompano Bach, FL: 
Health Commimications, p. 30,34. 



The ctuldren who grew up in dcoholic or dysfiuiciional faxdies becorne adults who 

fiequentiy s u f k  fiom a variety of mentai, physicai, aed bebavioral characteristics. The mental 

outlook they devdop is directiy related to having grown up in a f8mily witfi a chaotic and 

unpredictable home life in which one or buth parents were emotionally unavailable to their 

cMdrea. Some of the mental characteristics they display include thinh'ng in absolutes, an inability 

to recognize, understand or deal with th& motional states, obwsive thinking+ indecision, 

leaming disabilities, confiision, hyper-vigilance, and depresioa Tbe physicai characteristics may 

kiclude chronidy tense shodders, back pain, s e d  dysfunction, allergies, gasûointestinal 

disorders, and stress-relaied disorders. In addition, addt children ofalmbolics (ACOAs) also 

fiequeatly display a number of characteristic khavioral traits and attitudes (Woititz, 1990): 

Adult chiIdnn of akohoücs (ACOAs) gucss at what nom ai is. These aduIts have no 

understanding or conception of what normalcy is, what it is üke to be in a n o d  household. A 

h e  of teference for what a n o d  household would look Like simply does not exist, inchidhg 

whether parti& feelings and thoughts are appropriate or normal, What adult children do is to 

look at situations b t  appear to be n o d  or appropriate and t h  try to copy them. 

ACOAs have difiicttlty in foilowing a task thmugh to the end. Adult chiidren of 

alcoholics have major problems with p r d t i o n  or they cannot finish what they start. They 

struggie very hard at projects and tasks but somehow cmot get themselves mentally orgmnized to 

foiiow through and complete them. 

ACOAs wül lie whcn it would bt j wt as easy to ta the tmüa. Lying was basic to the 

dcohoiic M y  system with its denial of reality, broken promises, coverups, and inconsistencies. 

T&g lies seemed to make Life easier and more coarfarîable for the children and parents alike. So 

the tnrth quickly Iost its meaning. Lying bewmes so "normal" and nahiral that it persists into 

aàuitiiooa Tnese a d t  ciiiiaten 'have ~Ecu i i y  iehg ihe mi* even in mviai mafiers becaux 

Iying abouî things bas becorne second nature. 
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ACOAs judge themselves harshly. Children growing up in alcohoiic family systerns are 

ofken made to feel that no matter how hard they try they are never good enough and are 

constantly criticized, even for things that make no sense. Ifsomething goes wrong, it is the 

child's responsibility, the child who is at fuitt. Chiidren finaily end up believing the criticisms and 

intemaiize them as negative self-feelings and seIFmges. They load themselves with "shoulds" as 

adults and judge everything as black and white, as dl  bad or all good, with no middle ground. 

Negative self-judgment becomes ingrainecl in their personalities. 

ACOAs take themselves very seriously and have difliculty having fun. They m o t  

relax enough to just spend time h a h g  firn laughing and fooüng around. Life was very grim, 

angry, and serious growing up in an alcoholic family and there was very little experience with 

retaxation, pleasure or spontaneity. 

ACOAs have difliculty with intimate reiationships. Having healthy intimate 

relationships is extrernely diicult. Here again, they have no mode1 or frame of reference for what 

that is because they have never seen one. In addiion, these adults carry with them the experience 

of "Corne close, go away" - which was the pattern ofinconsistency with which they grew up, a 

temble push-pull, approach-avoidance conflict. Their parents loved them one day and rejected 

them the next. They also grew up with the temite fear of abandonment, a fear which gets in the 

way of developing a consistent, day-today, heaithy relationship with another person. This fear is 

often coupled with an inability to fùlly tnrst another person, 

ACOAs over-react to changes over which they have no control. Because of the 

unpredictable and often dangerous environment in which they grew up, these adults have adopted 

rigid and controlling ways of relating to others. As chiIdren it became very important for them to 

take charge of the environment to whatever extent possible and therefore i h e  l e m  to trust and 

rely on him or herseif rather than depend on another's judgmeat. The rigid control heips to aüay 

.t..C--- ---I -A&- rL- fL--*L- cL-. -:1t ai-- ---.--1 - * . - -  
kLltll La ait, PLIAltty, LUS 1- UUL U I ~  WUL LUX WUUUL uvcr ihck i i v e  ifcinq are noi in charge. 

Consequently they over-react to any imposed changes in plans or a change in the way they 



typicaiiy do things. 

ACOAs coastandy seek approvd and affirmation. In an alcoholic family the messages 

that children get are uncIear, confised, or niixed. Consequentiy, even though they seek approval 

or ahnation, they caunot dow themseives to trust the sincerity of positive statements directecl 

at them. There is always the "but" that might disquai@ whatever positive regard they are given. 

As a result they oflen sabotage relationships with othen because they féei that anyone who wodd 

care about ttiem could not be worth much. 

ACOAs fcei that they are different fmm other peopIe. Feeling différent and socially 

and emotionally isolated has becorne part of the niakeup of the ACOA These adults believe that 

in any social situation, they are the oniy ones wbo f d  awkward while everyone else feels 

coaftdeut and cornfortable. They rarely do a reality check to h d  out that many other people dso 

have diffetent degrees of discornfort in social situations. It is very dEcuit for these aduhs to feel 

accepted and that they bebng. 

ACOAs are either super responsibIe or super irresponsible. These ad& have Imed 

to either do ali of it or do nothing; they take it di on or give it di up. in theu families, they never 

leamed what it is to be a part of a project or task how to cooperate with other members, share 

responsibilities, and [et the parts corne togeîher into a whole. They ehher took it aii on or gave it 

ail up and did aothing. These adults do nut have a sense of their own limits and h d  it extra- 

ordinarily diEcuit to say "no." They are afiaid of either being found incompetent or being 

rejecteà for not doing what someone lm asked of them. Th& inappropriate sense of 

responsfiility for everything makes them feel they have to take it al1 on. 

ACOAs are extremely loyal, men in the face of tvidence tbat the loyalty is not 

deserveci. Because the dcohotic W y  home is a cIosed system, it appears to be a very loyal 

place where everyone is Iooking out for and covering up for the dcoholic. The behavior that is 

i-&efi& füi iiieïiï k -hi üiti: àoes not just waik away iiecause the gohg gets unpieasant or 

rou* It is important for the f a d y  to stick together. This leaves the adult cbiidren with the 



sense that they should remain in relationships at di costs. Making friends and developing 

relationships is often very dicult  and wmplicated for the ACOA and once they make the 

cornmitment, they feel it must be permanent. The kct that they are treated poorly, emotionally or 

physicaiiy abused, is rationalized away. Somehow, the ACOA finds a way to excuse the bad 

behavior of the partner and finds him or herseüat fault for not having behaved better. The 

established relationship also provides safety, ssecurity, and predictability. And since ACOAs have 

Iittle conception of what a heaithy relationship looks üke, they stay with what they have. 

ACOAs are impulsive. The more dystiuictiond ACOAs tend to lock themselves into a 

course of action without giving consideration to alternative courses of action or to consequences. 

If an idea pops into their minds, they act on it. Any other thoughts or options are rationalied 

away. This is the typical behavior pattern of the fidi-bIown alcoholic who stops at a bar for "just 

one drink," and readily applies to other kinds of behaviors. Just like chernical addiction, these 

behaviors also take on a sense ofurgency, becoming uncontralied and compuIsive in character. 

The ACOA often lives from crisis to crisis because he cannot stop himseif, The consequences of 

this impulsivity ultimately leads to confision, seif-loathing, and l o s  of wntrol over the situatioa 

The person then spends an excessive amount of tirne and energy cleaning up the mess he created. 

Alcoholic families are highly susceptible to the developrnent of other addictive-compulsive 

behaviors in their chiidren because of the high anxiety and the denial and numbing of painfuI 

feelings that is such an integral part of f d y  me. The ACOA is, of course, at high nsk for 

alcohoiism itself. ûther compulsive behaviors they are highiy susceptible to include other h g  

addiction, eating disorders such as bulimia or over-eating (obesity), workahoiism, smoking, 

gimbling, addictive relationships, excessive sexual activity, exercise, and petfectionism. 

To surnmarize, the adult children of aicoholics have accumulated rnany pahfiù feelings, 

including pervasive and have deveIoped dysfiinctional behaviors as well as troubling 

mental & phj$& & Gf&ii& zCC& ;a od&-e& h&& Tnese m e  f&iings ad 

behaviors are found in other types of addictive and dysrUnctiona1 families as well. in each case, 
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these feelings and behavioral characteristics were developed as a response to the unpredictable, 

manipulative, abusivey and sometimes dangerous behaviors exhiiited by the adult(s) or older 

siiling(s) in the dysIiuictiod W y y  and it was these distorted ways of coping that aiiowed the 

child to survive in that situation. The stress and trauma of Living in a dysfiinctioaal or addictive 

f â d y  leave their irnprint in the form of problems with trust, dependency, control, boundary 

issues, negative setf-concept, substance abuse, low seif-esteem, depression, and aay number of 

devetopmental deficits. The road to healùig and recovery for aii  ad& who have grown up in a 

dystùnctiond family may be long and arduous and wiU take persisteme, courage, and 

comfdiment. 



PART Ii: THE CROUP EXPERIENCE 

D Therapv: "Wo- 

Addiction, whether one's owq that ofa m e n t  W y  member, or m the Wy-of-origin 

wüi have left a strong impact on the individual in some form. The psychological and emotional 

ficulties and disturbances that lead to an addiction do not disappear or resolve themselves 

automatically once the addictive substance or activity is stopped. Rather than the end of an 

addiction and its problems, abstinence marks the beginning of a new phase that requires a healing 

process. in addition, adults who have been dkted by addiction indirectly, by the disturbances 

created by an addicted parent or spouse who created a dysfùnctional family system, aiso have 

emotionai difficuities that need to be addressed tkough some form of therapy if recovery and 

healing are to be achieved. Recovery is a long, diflicui?, and painful process of radical change that 

is never easy and rarely smooth for anyone involved. 

Group therapy has long been considered an effective way for individuals to deal with a 

wide range of issues, concerns, and problems in Iiving, inciuding the effects of addiction or of 

having grown up in an alcoholic or dysfiinctiond famiiy system. Considerable research over the 

years ha con6rmed that group therapy is as effective and as robust as individuai therapy (Yaiom, 

1995). There are certain advantages, however, that group therapy has over individuai therapy, 

especially where a group consists of members of the same sex and with sirnilar broad concerns; 

these advantages include such fàctors as-(I) hding out that others share the same dficuities and 

problems (universaiity) which reduces shame, (2) reducing social isolation which helps women 

deal with feelings of dienation, helplessness, andor depression, (3) offering support and safety 

and the opportunity to express one's me thougtits and feelings , (4) reality testing that enables 

members to check out their perceptions, feehgs, reactions, and Me situations and see them f?om 

another perspective or more objectively and realisticaüy, and (5) sharing information, resources, 

anrl c t r m t d ~ u  Al1 nf th-a a A v i n t a 9  1-y-f- pdAr  swd%je ~d $@ 3 :& $ +Ac -LI--. -- -- -Llh I .U  -3 

group of women who made up Women Healing Together. 



Wom- 

Focus of this Group: Healing Eom the Effects of Addiction. 

Location: St. Raphael Centre, 23 Conifér Crescent, Winnipeg, MB 

Duration: The group ran for eight weekfy two-hour sessions f?om April3 to May 22,2001. 

Therapists: The group was led by two CO-tàcilitators: Janine Ballingall-Scotten, the Group 

Leader fiom St. Raphael Centre, and myseiç Marianne Willer, Masters Ed. Psych. 

Student. 

Composition of the group: Women Healing Together was a closed group made up of women 

ranging in age fiom about 40 to 65+ (estimated), and indudeci single, mamed, divorced, and 

widowed women These women had been recniited fkom a waiting List kept by Janine Balhgall- 

Scotten of St. Raphael Centre. The core group consisteci of IO members for the first 5 weeks and 

9 members for the Iast 3 weeks, as one member had &en notice that she wouid not be able to 

attend the last three sessions because of another cornmitment. One member fiom the waiting list 

appeared only once, for the second session, and did not r e m .  ûf îhe wre group, 7 of the 

members already knew each other because t h q  had participated in an earlier 8-week run of this 

same therapy group. Since 1 had also participated in the earlier group run as a member, these 

women aiso knew me. And since this was a dosed group, once it began no new members were 

aiiowed in who were not already on the waiting List. 

This was an 8-week process for women who were affecteci by addiction in their own iives, 

in their famiy of origin, or by a loved one. Some ofthe women were recovering aicoholicq some 

were or had been rnatned to alcohoiics. The addictions that aBected the remaining women, either 

directiy or indirectiy, included eating disorders, gambling, wotkaholism, and CO-dependent 

relationships. The women in this group came with a number of additional presenting probIems 

and dZEcuities besides addictions; some of the women were in or had experienced abusive 

r&dûFW1h@s, pue s z  dFwiûii & -A-j & GxU~Vc  

cbiidhoods and a few had been touched by a major b s  such as schizophrenia in a parent wMe 



growing up. The purpose of the group was to explore various issues, including seIfesteem, 

loneliness, shame' sexuality, griec inner child issues, hding one's seE and other issues or 

concerns the women thernselves brought up. 

The approach to psychotherapy and recovery was psycho-educationai but also inciuded 

the encouragement of personal disclosues aud sharing of painfiil issues and history, as weli as the 

promotion of appropriate risk-taking in the group with respect to self4isclosures. The goal was 

to help the women engage in seIf-disclosure in order to overcome th& fears and vuinerabilities, to 

work through their pain, and ultimately help them m e  deeper understanding of themselvw and 

theu situations in a way that would dow them to make signifiant changes. The format of the 

session was for the women to take tunis in going around and s W g  their concems or diflicuities. 

Each session was based on a theme determined by the CO-fàcilitator who provideci hand-outs with 

information on that particular theme or topic. In addition, the women were made to understand 

that they muid speak to th& own issues and concem if the theme was not particularly relevant 

to them The themes and topics for each week were as foliows: 

Week 1: Self-responsiiility 

Week 2: Meeting our wants and ne& / General Goals 

Week 3: Setting boundaries and limits (with an activity) 

Week 4: How bounciary issues are related to pursuing our wants and needs and to self- 

esteem 

Week 5: Taking w e  of ourselves in reMonships / "How to Make a Complaintn 

Week 6: H d h g  and chmgmg i Shame & guilt 

Week 7: Healing and unfinished business 

Week 8: Healing and rescuing ourselves / SeIf-Acqtance 
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In addition, memben were asked to 6li out a téedback sheet afker each session and rehirn 

it to me the foltowing week The object ofthis exercise was to have the women refiect on how 

the session went for them, what they learned or discovered that was relevant and belphi to hem, 

and to express any ather feeiings, thoughts, or concerns they had about any aspect of the group 

experience during t h  session. My purpose for this was to assess how the women were 

progressin& what they were leaming or discoverhg about themselves, and what aspect of the 

group experience was helpfùi or not helpfiil. A number of women wmpleted and retumed the 

feedback sheets to me on a regular basis whiie others ody did su sporadically. 

G r o ~ P r o c g &  

There were no cleady disamable stages or phases that the group went through. The 

initiai and the transition stages were bar@ discemible fiom the working stage insofar as some of 

the women began personal sharing almost immediately. The reamn for this was probably because 

most of the members already knew each other £tom attendance in the previous run of the group 

and for some members this was their third tirne. Furthemore, the two new mernbers were 

M y  known to the group leader and some of the present members so that a level of cornfort 

was already in pIace for them. M y  one member was entireiy oew, a true newcomer, to the p u p  

and to the facilitators. On the feedback sheets fiom the first session, many of the members 

reportecl how d e  and cornfortable they.already felt in the group. 

For the most part, there was a "sameness" in the group's interactional style fiom session 

to session that had to do with the format of poiite turn-taking by each member. men there was a 

period of silence after one person finished and before anoher M y  spoke up and voluntariiy 

initiated ber own discIosures and concerns. The pohe tuni-taking was intersperseci with h e l y  or 

poignantly emotional discussion that was sparked when several other members identifid with and 

r3p2& te xhh CE= F* s k i .  

Overali, this group had some characteristics of both a working and a non-working group. 
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This was a wotking group insotar as most members had already deveioped enough tmst with each 

other and the facilitators and a willùigness to begin disclosing personai, painfiil material almost 

immediately. There was good mutuai support as this was going on The older members already 

felt familiar with each other and therefore had a sense of inclusion in the group, whiie the newer 

members seemed to take their me f?om the older members and felt safe enough to also begin 

sharing their concerus. C o d c a t i o n  and féedback among the members fluctuated fiom session 

to session; at times the flow was open and clear, with fidl expression of esnotional sharing in 

response to each other, but at other times, members found it more difacult to open up and make 

personal disclosures or to respond to a particuiar member's concem. There were a few members 

who typically twk up a lot of t h e  in telhg their stories or engaged in excessive suggestions and 

advice giving. There were also a couple of members who were more reserved and tended to 

observe most of the tirne, although they did engage in some very deep-felt and painftl sharing 

once they did open up. However, they tended to remain dent for severai sessions after that. 

One a m  that was not well deveioped was in the setting ofboth group and individual 

goals. Although the importance of individual goal sethg was stressed initiaiiy in the 6rs and 

secand sessions whm 1 handed out a sheet tbat listeci 12 general goals with space for memben to 

add their own personal goals, I did not do a folow up m this area by coming back to goal-setting, 

reinforcing its importance, and chalIenging group mernbers to set and share their goals in the 

group, Instead, the hviest focus was on explorhg parti& cornmon issues and teaching some 

specific strategies. It was only during the hst session that the importance of moving forward by 

taking action was again emphasized by the group leader. 

Another positive area that indicated this was a working group was the support members 

gave each other outside the sessions; many of the members met for coffee outside the group, had 

s0ciSOCial contact with each other, such as through chuch attendance or church activities, or kept in 

Y& MA SY t d ~ k ~  LS&~. LAS &CW& h zrmk3' n i a !  

interest in each other and the desire to be helpfid, caring, and supportive. 



Catharsis and emotional expression were also fteqyent occurrences during most of the 

sessions. Mernbers were given emotional support and feedback by the faciltaton to help them 

d e  sense of their emotiond experiences. Another strong fature of the women in this group 

was th& willingness to accept respom'bility for their hes, to no longer be victims, to activdy 

find aew directions they wanted to go in, and to rnake needed changes, albeit siowiy and 

tentatively. Most members expresseci optimism and seemed to be very hopetiil that making 

constructive changes in their lives was possiile. 

One aspect of the group process that was not developed or did not emerge, with one 

exception, was interpersonal conûict or confrontation between members because of hidden 

negative feelings. Again, because of the format of taking tunis to speak, and limiteci feedback 

ftom other members except by invitation, interpersonal interactions between members tended to 

be muted, sympathetic, and gentle. However, there were usuaiiy one or two members who were 

the exception and spoke out more often and more forcefully in terms of advice-piwig, 

commenting, or initiating feedback Thus, there was ody one occasion during which a rnember 

who had been harbo~g  aegative felings was enwurageci to bring this out in the group. The 

group leader deait with this membeis negative feelings towards the other mernber by ctiallenging 

her to examine her own issues more closely, to help hm see how she was projehg her fezhgs of 

rejection onto others. in addition, judging fiom some of the responses on the feedback sheets at 

dBemt times, there was a suggestion that members aiso had various negative and positive 

feliugs towards other members that ofken went unexpressed in the group process. 

For the final session, or termination, the group members put together a pot-hck luncheon 

pnor to the f o d  group session. They spent this time sociahg and shariag their experiences. 

During the finai group session, time was spent on remforcing the importance of taking action on 

whatever level was needed to move themselves forward; it was not enough to just have the 

1- 1.. hC*;?:idgt ~r bfLIIPuGz 1: s-6 +Az -&* ht. ifi p c - ~ ~  & Mmuuarç w& was 

leamed and then put that knowIedge and understaadhg into action. It was recognUed that 
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healing was not cornplete and many understood that this group experience was ody a stepping 

Stone dong the path to recovery. The responsibiüty for continued growth rested on them. This 

was a sad time for members because they wouid no longer be c o r n -  together at a reguiar time 

and place, but on the other han& new friendships seemed to have been forged or strengthened, 

As co-facilitators of this group, we (a) exploreci common themes that provided the women 

with some uni~ersaiity~ (b) provided on-going emotional support and feedback to the members, 

(c) heiped members lem how to express clearly what they want fiom others, especially fiom 

other people in their lives outside the group, (d) focused on the importance of translating th& 

knowledge and understanding into action, (e) encourageci mernbers to practice new skiils and to 

consider new or aiternative behaviors in order to improve their self-assertiveness and seif-esteem, 

( f )  provided a balance between support and codiontation or chaiienge, 

i 3.2001 

Attendance: 8 members 

Theme: Seif'-responsib'iîy 

The session began with introductions and going over ground d e s  for how rnembem wouid 

conduct themsehes, with an emphasis that feeling safe in the group was critical. The CO-faciltator 

read a meditaîion fiom Melody Beattie's book on taking responsiiiIity for our selves and our 

lives. Ground niles and group noms were established as foiiows: 

- show up on t h e  and attend regularly 

- use "I' statements to own your feelings, thoughts, and opinions 

- feedback is oniy to be &en with permission Eom the person, if it's wmed 

- cc 1- yfshgz~s y: W$e>;t &yI,= uLU+g '&c 8 - ~ &  zuZuU132 

- tisten 



- no advice, no criticism, no judgment 

- risk openIng up and sharing 

- wnfidentiality: what is said in the goup stays in the group 

With respect to giving fdbaclq memben were to state 

- what you saw 

- what you heard 

- what you feel 

The mernber receMng the feedback is to sit with it, ratfier than react or respond. 

The CO-fàçilitator spoke to the issue of trust and the need to respect ohers' wd%ientiaIity 

in the group; this was important to aiiow members to feel safé. Outside the group, it was okay to 

discuss or share your own feelings and issues with Eends or one's partner, but not those of other 

mernbers. What was important was for members to explore theif own feelings, issues, concetns, 

and problems and to discover their own ne&. The focus for each member was to be on the Self 

She stressed the importance of taking respoosiiility for parts of our lives in ways tbt perhaps we 

had not done before. We don? want to do more of wtiat does not work. And we need to fgce 

our fears, wwhever they are, our fear of iàcing truths about ourseives, our true thoughts and 

feelings and behaviors - and maybe also facing tniths about other people in our hes. Revealing 

our true seLfcan be very scary, but in order to benefit Eom the group experience we have to take 

risks. The idea is to confiont our owa felings and fears and ded with them in the group, in a d e  

setting. 

The group leader discussed the different kinds of substance abuse and addictive activities 

or obsessive-compulsive behavion that people use to d d  with painflll emotions. The range of 

activities and behaviors that wuld fall w i d h  the sape of "addiction" is quite large and can 

!cyq =- -SC&, &n&2 zge *+hg, chrPI~gO-- =es, & 

religion. Anything îhaî serves to alter one's mood as a way of esc8ping fkom life and fiom one's 



problems, fiom not dealing with reality, constitutes an addictive activity. 

Members were invited to start sharing their stories and concem. There was a good start 

as most members already knew each 0th- h m  participation in one or more previous nins of the 

same group and therefore felt more cornfortable and at ease. 

1 F- o f  S- (7 feedback sheets) 

- Members reported feeling very cornfortable and d e  b&g in the group, especially because 

they had participateri in the same group with the same women before. One of the new 

members related that first sessions are aiways dEcult for her but she was confident that 

with tirne she would share more. 

- Several members reported liking the smaller size of the group compared to the last group 

nin because it aiiowed more tirne for feedback on everyone's situation. 

- Hearing others share their own painful stories was very helpftl for members; it helped 

some members see their own probtems f?om a new perspective; several members realited 

that they have been making progress. 

- Some members recognized how they had been abused but were beginning to take 

responsibility in seeing their own part in perrnitting the abuse. 

- Members expressed hope and con6dence that their tiitures would become better and that 

they will become stronger individuais. 

Most members identifiai strongly with the theme of seIf-responsiiility and related it to th& own 

lives and also identifieci for themselves wtiat they need to work on: 

- AU members recognized that they had more work to do. 

- Many expressed that they stiil wanted to know themseIves better. 

- Identwg one's feelings of lonehess, pain, feu, sadness' emptiness was important. One 

,,a.- --,--- --A. .'P-- : .--, 
U-X ~uruicutcu. rcehr~gs ~~jü~iJdciings. Go i have io change hem o r f i  rirem.? " 

- Respecthg one's own choices, feehgs, and decisions and accepting one's Limitations and 



imperfections. 

The issue of difîerentiating one's own fiom others' feelings hit home for several rnembers 

who commenteci on the need to lem to own their own feeiings and to let others keep 

their feeluigs; they identifiecl with the struggie of how to keep themselves separate h m  

others at the ernotional level. 

Members also realized that they often inappropriately carry the responsibility or burden of 

other people's thoughts and feelings and responsiiies and are realizing that it is 

important to respect other people's choices and decisions and let them take responsibility 

for their own lives md choices; it was often difficult to defbe where one's own decisions 

and responsiiilities ended and another's decisions and responsiiities began, 

One woman related how overwhelmed she was with feeliags of hurt, sadness, emptiness, 

and sympathy, not just for herseifbut for the others, stating she wished she had the magic 

power to heal her sisters. 

Leamkg how to develop healthier relationships with f d y  was another common theme. 

One woman expressed concem about having to be perfect and pursuhg perfectionisrn in 

order to be accepted. 

There was dm the issue of appearing "seffish" by focusing on oneseif and one's inner self 

instead of others, and a recognition that there is such a thing as healthy self-love. 

2. 4Pi3LL0.2001 

Attendauce: 10 rnembers 

Theme: Meeting our wants and needs 

Two meditatious provideci by the co-fàcilitator were read by two ciSerem group mernbers; 

U;uz *kC UuG a& % %-& ku""W vG 2 ~ i i  :-% i~ ---5 ïqjp&&y ffiL 

ourselves, how to iisten to ourselves, and how to identifil our wants and needs. Members were 
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then encouraged to share their experiences and feelings in this area. There was a good response 

and many members opened up, took risks, and begm to teii their stories and reveal their personal 

feelings or troubles in a meaningfid way. Existentid wncems and humour also emerged. Issues 

such as abuse, lonehess, the need to tune hto ourseives and listen, %ho am I," finding our own 

meaning in We, self"powerment, wntrol issues with others, and how iXe is an exciting joumey 

al emerged. This showed that there was tnist in the group. Various members also gave each 

other good feedback, and showed support and caring One member in particular was supplied 

with a aumber of resources for foilow through in regard to a specific problem. 

This session showed that trust, &&y, and confidentiality had been estabiished and group 

cohesion was a strong factor during this session. Wbat was particulariy helpfùi in establishing 

these group fatures was the fàct that most of the members aiready knew each other fiom ha* 

participated in the same group previously . 

2 F w  -oar w- (6 fdback sheets) 

The members echoed each other wnsiderably in their comments: 

Realization that no one has the amvers to how Our own lives should be iived; we have to 

fhd those answers and the solutions to out problems for ourselves. 

Realization that we are aii  unique and need heIp to heai ourselves. 

Realization that not only the solutions to our problems but a h  our happiness are to be 

found through making changes and getting encouragement fiom others; it is our own 

responsibihy to take charge of our hes and to h d  peace. 

We ai i  struggle with something - either inter4 or extemal difliculties and problems and 

we can leam fiom each other and fhd out how others have coped with their problems. 

Severai women agah iaid they felt better in realizkig that they were not ahne or unique in 

their problems and feelings because others shared some very similar problems C' 1 am not 

a *&); bu. r"60@&~&&&ff er6a Gq &., hvI: && unique 

struggies and c i r ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ i ~ c e s .  
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There was also sympathy and empathy expressed for others in their lives who were aiso 

struggiing but were too ashamed or proud to reveal it, 

There was an on-going recognition again of the need to aot take on the emotioaal burdens 

and struggles of other members, to keep one's boundaries clear. 

Some women reaiized that they had alréady stniggled with and corne to terms with issues 

that other women are jwt beginning to stniggle witIi; they felt they had made their peace 

with certain issues and this has &en these women more seLf-couiidence. 

Realization that we are responsible for our own burdens and stmggles and we cm learn to 

iisten compassionately but do not need to take on the emotional burdens of others. It's 

just as important thaî we learn to Listen to our inner selves, to l e m  to trust our own 

beiiefs, perceptions, and thoughts. 

Again, there was an appreciation expressed fbr f h g  safe enough to open up and share 

personal and painfiil He situations and reIationship difficulties. It was also important to 

lem and experience how othen cope with thtir problems. 

A few women expressed feehgs of discodort in the group; one found it a heavy session 

m tenns of what was shared. 

One woman expressed feebgs of âustration and discowection fiom the group and stated 

that she felt uncornfortable with one particth mernber who, she felt, looked down on her. 

A few women said how the fdback fiom the CO-fiditator was belpfui and that the type- 

written hand-outs were helpful. 

One wornan expressed a need for acquinng some c o d c a t i o n  sWs to use in dealing 

with a diEcuit, angry M y  mernber, 



Mer announcements, the group members were asked to do a veiy quick check-in 

consisting of a single word or phrase to say how they were feeling. 1 then gave a brief 

presentation on the topic of boundaries, emphasipng the importance of and need for setting 

boundaries and Limits for oneseif 1 provided a handout for the meditation which included 3 

activity questions for members to consider. 

Members foxmed into 3 groups in separate raoms and were asked to discuss this issue in 

terms of the activity questions given with the meditation reading. Mer approximately 25 minutes 

and a short brealq the groups reconvened and were asked to share their personal experiences in 

this area with the larger group. It tumed out that Easter had been a very difticult tirne for many 

members in tenns of the difficuities they had had with their farnilies or lack of famiy life due to 

death or aiienation. The rest of the session was taken up with discussion and elaboration of 

concerns that emerged fiom the s m a k  group exercise. 

3 F w  -of- . . (6 feedback sheets) 

Members reported: 

Boundary setting and self-respect were very important issues for ai i  the women. They saw 

this as part of practicing selfkare, pputting oneself6rst instead of last. 

There was general acknowledgment t h  setting boundaries is very diflicult; some women 

realized they had been operating with "pce at al cost" in their M e s  but they began to 

realize tbis was not working; they were just king volunteers for abuse. 

The topic helped some to verbalize what they were going through.. 

Severai members reported how they had been or were being abuseci physically, verbaiiy, 

emotionally, or îkincialiy by spouses and realized the need to take m e  of themeIves 

Breaking into Smaller groups in which members siiared their expenences was very helpfiil; 

ZXI&XZS =@CC! 'ht 2 ~FZS =ûSr L 2 i l  a d  ~UÜ~G~YZ iü ~ ~ î i i  ÙUIW Ü&S i i iah-3  

practiced and rehearsed setting th& boundaries. 
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- Learning how to Say "no" graciously, respecting meself, and practising seifkare were 

difficuit to practise without feeling guilty. 

- One rnember saw the boundaries issue as an invasion of her own privacy by others; she 

also felt she was not receiving enough feedback fiom the group. However, another 

wornan wrote that she a p p r d e d  t&e gmup's input and how the facilutor kept the 

group on track 

- One member reported how she had already been working on this issue for some time in 

her family. Another wornan wrote how she has leamed to lave a situation in which she 

becornes uncordortable instead of f&g she has to stay. 

- There was a realization that they contro1 the present and only they can change themselves 

but it's a matter of taking one mai l  step at a tirne; women are coping the best they cm 

under the circumstances. Some womm are stiil bdMg it very diEcuit to handle what is 

going on, but most seem to have at least one way ofcoping îhat allows thm to have 

peace of minci, at leas one boundary that ttiey do not allow others to violate. 

- One member reiterated how helpfui it was that she knew most of the members 6om the 

previous run of this group. 

- Some rnernbers reflected on the difEculties they had over the hoiidays with various f h ü y  

members. 

- There was appreciation for seeing that other peopIe have sirniiar problems, fears and 

disappointments - that there are other lonely peopIe out there -but also that there are 

others out there who are also Iookmg for wmpanionship, sa one doesn't have to be alone 

or lonely. 

fiuc=&a: 3 amUzrs 

Theme: How boundary issues are re!ated to pursuing our wants and needs and to seif-esteem. 



1 gave a short talk on the need for self-assertion and nsk-taking in our lives: 

- how assertive people tend to like themeives and féel good about themselves; 

- self-assertion means being neither aggressive nor submissive 

- the extent to which you assert youselfdetermines your level of self esteem; 

- that self-assertion fosters fulfilling relationships and releases positive energy 

- self-assertion can greatly reduce your fear and mxiety 

- you get to üve your own We, and the chances of gettiag what you want out of life 

irnproves greatly - when you let pmpic know what you want and stand up for it 

However, there rnay be a price to pay for changing onself and &g improvements in self- 

assertion: 

- it may cause disniptions in your life 

- it's a bard stniggie to change your own habituai behavior 

- there is pain associated with honest and caring conûontation 

- making changes forces you to reappraise your basic values 

- there is no more "peace at any price" 

- gMng up the role of peacemaker for the sake of the relationship or the famiiy 

Recommended reading Harriet Lemer's book The Dame ofAnger. 

Mer this brief presentatioo, meaibers were invited to comment andor relate this issue to 

theu own hes; there was a good response fiom s e v d  members who identifieci strongly with the 

theme of "peace at any pncen in their lives. There were poignant self-disclosures when several 

women revealed how being a peacemaker had impacted th& hes in the past and present. ûther 

members spoke about their ease or difEcuity with setting boundaries with others so as not to be 

taken advantage of or abused and how much of a stniggle tbis is or has been for them, especial. 

, c-- -CJ-AL--AL -21- *Le- :- h L t t -  VL u-8 WLUI & u t  UUIL w ewiiÈii whm iney d e  iire & ~ r i  ro ciiange uieirbeiiavior. 

Members gave each other some good feedback that Uiduded support and encouragement for 
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these efforts, so that again members became aware of how much this is a stmggle for everyone, 

not just a few members. DifEerent members Fe  at different stages of the healing and recovery 

process a d  some have become better at setting limits over rime; two women at ciiffereut levels of 

recovery shared their diEcuity with seîting limits, with one woman showing how she had become 

progressively better and stronger at doing this. This aliowed 0th- to see that progress is 

powile but c m  be uneven with occasional setbacks, and that people cm change and improve 

over time by their own efforts and with the support and encouragement of group members. 

During a break in the discussion, the three-part self-assertion message was put up: 

a) Whenyou [description of the behavior] 
b) 1 feeI [disdosure of the feeling] 
C) because [the &ect it has on you] 

The Group Leader suggested that her own preference for the 1st part of the statement wouid be 

to replace it with: 

"and 1 prefer, need, want, desire n 

Such statements need to be made with 6rmness but without hostüity or guilt. A couple of 

members asked for additional examples of assertive statements and were given: 

Wo." 

'This does not meet my expectations." 

'"This is not what 1 want." 

Personal stories and discussions continued around this theme, with a reiteration of the need to 

ide- and focus on one's own needs and wants. 

4 F-w bo- are m e d  to 

needsaod (7 ffeedback sheets) 

W& tbis session, more wornen began to write about les generaîiy and more specifidy about 

their personai issues and feelings. It became evident that many were reaping new insights and 



beghhg to understand themselves better: 

- Overali, the members expressed th& awareness again for the need to work harder on 

setîing boundaries. 

- Some reiated how their expenences with verbal and emotional abuse lefi no physical signs 

but left emotional scars; how a spouse can been seen as a wonderfiil person by outsiden 

but at home he is a stranger to the farnily' and how he is heipfbi to everyone eIse but the 

spouse. 

- How verbd abuse damages the spirit and has closed the door to true comnninication and 

intimacy with the spouse; how verbal abuse robs one of joy and vitality in one's life. 

- One woman wrote about how she identified with another wornen in the group because 

they had both been r a i d  in large families where everything had to be shed. She reiated 

how sense of ownership was inappropriately transferred into her marriage, how her spUuse 

had changed dramatically after they were maaieci and how her boundaries were quickJy 

violated; she related how ownership became a huge problem, a control issue, at both the 

property and spirituai level because everything became his property, and how this robbed 

her of hw personhood. She was made to feel like a nothing and had nothing. Both her 

privacy and physical space were violated. However, this group member also relatai how 

for the first time she has been able to set iimits around keeping her own ti~oughts and 

feeihgs private ftom her spouse,-to keep her thoughts, feelings, and behaviors 60m king 

invaded and manipdated. 

- One mernber feIt that perhaps she talked too much. She realized that everyone bas p h  

which wi be faced or ignored. To face it means that you can then choose to live with it or 

to change h Changing it means taking a chance that things may get worse or bettw. 

- One member identified with another member who had similar issues and felt she 

w, chc ekE x-d rd Bqmg fk wvt h=f o;*mionging 

in reaIizing th she was not alone and others had the same probIems and issues. She also 



realized the need to lx h e r  in setting boundaries, to say "no," and to take care of 

herself 

- Several members expressed appreciation for the haadout on hundarieq hding the 

information v q  helpfitl. 

- Members again expressed the helpfûiness of g*g input or feedback fiom other members 

when rehting their personal exphces ,  and hearing their stories. 

- The importance of putthg into praetice what was discussed - such items as how to be self.- 

assertive in a healthy way, without aggressiveness; how to wunteract people who are 

aggressive, abusive, overbearing or cantrolhg and how difficult it is to stand one's 

ground. 

- One woman lefl the session feeling sad and uneasy about some of the communications in 

the group; she was particuiarly uncomfortabIe with one member's angry tone and felt she 

was giving uncailed for advice to another, she felt one of the fiditators shouid have 

stepped in and stopped her or told her to use "1. messages. This woman dso feIt that 

another mernber had not shared enough details about how much abuse she was 

experiencing. She Iiked the feedback that the group leader gave to this wornan in terms of 

some alternatives and choices this woman codd exercise. 

- One member wrote about her disconifort with auother woman in the group and that she 

had discussed this privately with the group leader who recommended that she b ~ g  this up 

in the group session. However, she had reservations because of her own fear of 

confrontations. She went on at Iength descn i i  e d y  how she kit about the other 

wornan and the attitude and beliefs she feit this woman had about her as show by her 

behavior during interactions in the group. She had many questions about the kind of 

M a c k  that was and was aot permitted in the group; she feIt that she was giving good 

C&-&& t~ au& G z m  j a ; ~  be ana hi s& e x p e c c ~  otiiers 

to tell her the tnith, that she needs help and that's why she's in îhe group. 



S. 1.2001 

Attendance: 9 members 

Theme: Taking Care of OurseIves in Relationships 

The CO-hcilitator began the session with a short reading on relationships, on how we can 

take care of ourseives in relationships. She commented on how we can leam tr, stop others firom 

abusing or mistreating us and how that is related to our self-respect. She s t r d  that ifwe do 

not like the way we have handled ouselves or responded to a person in a particular relatiouship, 

we can practice or rehearse how we wouid like to cespond when this kind of situation anses 

again. The CO-tàcilitator provided a handout to mernbers entitied "How to M& a Cornplaint. " 

Members were invited to relate their personal experiences in this area and several did so; there 

was a good discussion with personai sharing of stories among the women. One womaa read a 

short fable reiating to how a person can use motions to manipuiate others, to instilI gudt and 

induce others to behave or act a certain way. This theme resonated strongly among many of the 

women who strongly identifid with each other in relation to this experience in their Lives. This 

session showed that group cohesion was weii-estabiished among the women who participateci in 

the discussion and openiy shared their experiences and feelings. A couple of members s h e d  very 

Iittle or not at di, but no pressure was applied as these women had shared duhg other sessions. 

One woman who shared on-going ciifliculties with f b d y  members was givw a nurnber of 

resources and agency mes through which to get additional assistance and to mobike her. 

Afier a short break, one member took an enormous nsk to confiont and verbalize her own 

fears in the group, her sense of disconnection ftom the group, and her feelings about one 

parti& group member whom she was afraid to co&nt- She fe1t that she was king ignored, 

was disliked, disapproved oÇ and judged by this parti& member, in addition she also expressed 

----A- -L-*4. 
~ l l ~ ~ - ~ ~  UUUUL a d  bunaanes around givîng b i a c k ,  stating Üut sëe feit she had 

been slapped d o m  or censurai for doing so on one occasion. The group leader then persody 



intervened to deal with this member's issues which were laden with Quiit and shame; later 

feedback was invited by other group members, The session ended shortly after the feedback was 

given 

5 F- of Ca- (7 ffeedack sheets) 

What members reported: 

- One member felt encourageci by the feedback she received which included a number of 

resources and agencies for her follow up with regard'ig her personal problem. 

- Recognition of how problems can be passed fkom one generation to the next and sti l l  not 

be resolved; how it is important to break the cycle so as not to perpetuate the problem. 

- One member was helped by another rnember's "reversal of roles" in that the other member 

reflected the same bewildered feelings she had f& about her spouse because he had 

changed so quickly once they were d e d ;  for her, this represented a validation of her 

perceptions. This helped the woman understand more objectively how domestic abuse 

happens behhd closed doors and how thai serves ta hamper one's perceptions of a 

situation; she also became poignastIy aware of how a spouse can present a different face 

to the outside world wrnpared to w k  is presented to the W y .  However, she felt she 

was learning important social skiüs, especiaiiy how to coafiroot, by observing the 

confrontation that took place in the group. She leamed that it is importaut to codant 

and to corne to some resolution. - 
- One member reported that she learned a Iot h m  this session about boundaries and how 

one can have both seif-respect and also show respect for others. 

- Many members reported feeling emotionaily drainecl, raw, stressed, overwhelmed, or 

emotionIrlly shaken by the pauitirl uconi?ontation" thai took place between two members - 
because it triggered their own paiufbl mernories and feelings. Some rnembers felt anger, 

pain, ami ~ u o n ;  swerai members scrongiy iaenfmed wïth the person or issue b e b d  

the confrontation, staîing that they shared the same pain and shame of the coni?onter- 



- One woman reported that she found herselfsitting in the shoes of the confionter and 

identifjing strongly with her deep pain. She felt that she couid not control her tears and 

was ashamed about it. 

- One woman described how she fek the need to be comforted and had to take tirne to calm 

herself dowu when she came home because she felt as though she had been through an 

emotional shakeup. 

- One woman recognized that the confrontation was the product of a projection; this 

member recognized tint we are a4 attracted to mme people more than others, that some 

people may not üke us nor we like hem. 

- One member reported king helped by this confrontation in terms of social skilis - how to 

confiont and corne to some resolution. 

- One member reported feeling honifieci at the "stuntn with the confronter and wrote that 

she would not be surprised if the person who had been confkonteci did not return to the 

group; she felt the person had been devastated. This woman also expressed hstration 

and a fear that the group was in danger of fahg apart, par@ because of the kind of 

feedback that another member was also getting. She a h  félt that some members shouid 

not be in a group therapy setting. 

- One member reported that as a result of the mnfiontation she gained some insight into 

herseif in temis of both the envy and disiüce she felt for the other mernber. 

- The member who did the "confronting" reported a whole host of mixed and conflicteci 

feelings about the session, including reservations stie had about revealing her true feelings 

and feus about conûonting the other womàn, the intervention by the group leader, and 

the outcorne. She stated that she wouId s t U  have liked to be able to address the other 

woman and find out what this woman t d y  thinks of her. However, even though she still 

ÿcr=dCp&!z, &c rü w r k g  nef in ine group. 



n 6. May 8.2001 

Attendance: 9 members 

Theme: Healing & Changhg 1 Shame & Guilt 

The CO-faciiitator opened the session with a reading on healing and changing and invited 

members to d e  comrnents or share any aspect of healing that they had experienced or were 

stniggling with. Several women responded and s h e d  th& experiences, either in relation to 

changes they had made or to their m e n t ,  on-going diffidties. One woman brought up the topic 

of sharne and how she felt extremely uncornfortable fachg the CO-hditator afler a private 

conversation &er the last session that lefi her feeling vuinerable because of what she had revealed 

about herseif in such an intimate fàshion; she aimost did not corne to this group session because of 

the shame she felt. This courageous w o m  was able to confiont her feelings of shame in the 

group and appeared to work through some of it, Tiie CO-facilitator had prepared a separate hand- 

out on "Shame and Guilt" which she handed out and thw spoke briefiy on the topic, touching on 

the orîgin of shame, the ciifference between shame and guilt, and how we wi heai shame by 

acknawledging that we have it, and ailowing ouselves to reveal it and overcorne the secreq 

amund it. The group leader stressed that & m e  -es a core message tbat we need to Iisten for. 

The subsequent discussion in this a r a  was very meaningfd to the members and productive. 

FoUowhg this discussion, an ex& was carrieci out in which each member had brought 

a pichire of herseif as a chiid. The pictures were placeci on a table for everyone to examine and so 

that people could try to match up the picture with the group member. The group leader invited 

the members to identify what qualities they saw in the various pictures of the chiidren; some of the 

quaiities that were identified were innocence, hope, a sense of expectatioa, vuineraùility, etc. The 

leader then foiiowed this up with a 10-minute guided relaxation and visuaiizatioa exercise for 

comecîing with the inner child in which the members were led to access their inner child and 

become acquainted with it. [A copy of this exercise, "Imagery arid Meeting Yaur imret Chilif' is 
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in Appendk B.] When the irnagery exercise was finished, the memben drew on paper with 

coIored markers whatever they had experienced durhg ttus visualiration. Afkr this, there was 

extensive personai, poignant, and deep-fdt sharing of what ibis whok experience had been like 

for each member. This ended the session 

6 F- & of- (5 Shamedback sheets) 

This session included two exercises, one invoiving rdecting on cMdhood pictwes which 

members had brought for dispiay, and another that involved a guidai visuaikation in which 

members re-visited their inner cMd, as young girls. Members dections ofien included 

references to previous weeks' themes or issues; reports were as foiIows: 

- One rnember reporteci that after many years of pain, she began to look at her denial and 

has been 1-g new ways of living and feehg; recovery, however, was a slow process 

but a healing, spirituai journey. She reporteci that she is h g  to feel better about 

henelf: is becaming mare self-accepting, is fiuding a sense of self-wortb and seif- 
importance, and recopizhg that risk is necessary for change and growth. This mwiber 

aiso reflected on how during ber Iong h d g  process when she had been able to speak of 

her sharne, she was ihen able to let it go and continue the heahg process for herseif. She 

also recognized that her only r d  limitations in iife were those that she placed on herseIf 

With the help of her Higher Power she r&ed she woddicould become a better person 

and her pain wouId dimin& 

- Another rnember reportecl how the meditatiodvisualization at the end of the session made 

her cry and that this was good f9r her. She was touchai by what cnany of the other group 

members sbared, but alça felt d q l y  stified in her own sod for her own pain and 10s. 

She felt she received personal insi& that contn'buted to her own growth and healüig by 

stiaring her own experieace of woundedness with others in the group; t h e  vas a feeling 

of cornou ground in these shared expetiences, that she was not atone, and klt l e s  

frightened because she was not sa alone. Looking at the pictures elicited deep emotions 
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that revolved around how small, innocent, and unmmed young children were and how it 

made her angry how parents were unabIe or unwilling to nurture them properly and how 

so many of the children had been hanned physically, emotionally, and spirituaiiy. She 

noted poignantly how her own expenence had left a gaping hole in her soul, and griefat 

the unfairness of it dl. She recognized how it takes great courage to want to heal, to find 

the emotionai and other resources that it takes. This woman, however, also complained 

that certain rnembers talk too much and take too much tirne away from others, suggesting 

that the facilitator(s) could encourage the overly talkative members to come back to the 

point of the sharing, rather than wandering off topic. 

- Another mernber reported that this session was good for her because it helped h a  

recognize her poor boundaries with her f a d y  rnembedsiblings. The picture session lef't 

her with mixed emotions; she fourid herself thinking more of her brother and the pain she 

feels for hirn. hoking at herseIf at her young age she realized how much damage she had 

sustained and how that muid never be changed; the clock cannot be tumed back; she 

questioned why she was bom She refiected on how dif.6cult it is to walk away fiom the 

only family you know because tiiere is no one else there, that it is fnghtening to be tmly 

alone. 

- Another member reff ected on loneliness - how a couple of other members had talked 

about their deep feeiings of loneliness, but that she hersdfdid not suffer from this kind of 

loneliness; rather, she enjoyed her solitude. However, she did feel loneliness when she 

was among certain people or groups, "Ionely in a crowd," but reaiïized that it was really 

boredom. This member also believes shame is a prime rnotivator for negative behaviors 

such as perféctionisrn and addictions; shame is the resuh of being exposed as something 

iderior because of abuse or mistreatment; but she also recognized that there is heaithy 

shame. She h d s  that the way out is to lem our Iimits, to b m m e  self-accepting, to keep 

growing and Iearning, to d o w  rwm for emr, and "to t h e  own seif be me." The 
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meditation aftkcted her deeply. She was able to connect with her inner child, to wmfort 

her and reasswe her that she would not be abandoned or ieft alone again. 

- Another member reflected on a physical disabiiity she has had al1 her Me, how it has 

afEcted her, and what she has done and is doing to change how she deais with it in 

relationship to other people and their attitudes toward her. She descnied how miserable 

and h t  she had been during her chüdhood because of this impairment and how she had 

felt it necessary to isolate herselfl both as a child and as an aduit. She decided to 

overwme this barrier, overcome her sharne, remove her ma& and trust that people wiii 

corne to accept her as she is. She is proud of herseif for what she has accomplished in the 

last four years. 

7. 15.2001 

Attendance: 7 members 

Theme: Heaiing & Unfinished Business 

Mer  some preliminary announcements, the CO-Wtator began by giving a short review 

of the general feedback that had been received fiom members, that the comrnents on the feedback 

sheets were important in tenns of reflecting what was going on for those members who 6iied 

them in. The CO-fBcilitator mentioued that d e r  the feedback sheets had been more general and 

various meabers were echoing each other in the same kind of global or generai concem they had 

and that the later, or more curent, feedback forms reflected more specific and personal matenal. 

The co-fàciitator then referred to the May 1' session during which the wnfiontation had taken 

place, advising members that their feedback sheets refiected that many of them had had strong 

emotional reactions at the tirne, feeling overwhehed, shaken, raw, or stressed. She then asked if 

there was any unfinished business about that session that someone would k e  to address; she also 

asked members what unfinished business thwe is fôr hem in their own iives, what bave they not 
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attended to. She also let members know that this confrontation was not a bad thing, that is what 

groups are aii about, that things do and should get stirred up during such a confkoatation, but then 

need to be worked through and resolved by ali members affect& by it. She stressexi that if 

members are too cornfortable or only cornfortable in the group, it means they may not be taking 

personal risks to disclose their tme feelings and the group may not be very usefiil or productive 

for them, that it was important to be challenged as well as supported by other members. One 

member commented that she was always anxious and felt uncornfortable in the group because she 

has great dif£iculty disclosing; this member, however, had shared a nurnber of personal difEidties 

over the course of the meetings in spite of her discomfort. 

After this, the co-facilitator commenced with the prepared reading on "Heahg and 

U f i s h e d  Business." She then invited members to speak to any issue related to the reading or to 

check in and say where they are in their personai Lives. With this, the go-around began and there 

was again some very intimate disclosures and sharing by di membm. Several members s h e d  a 

common theme of how they had been or were being shut dom by other fiunily members who did 

not want to talk about more personal f d y  issues or discuss the past and wbt it aü meant. The 

group leader then cornmented that there was a myth about families being close ta each other or 

bonded, that it was only with some famiy members that one can have a close or intimate 

rdaîionship, t h  we need to let go of the need to bond and let others iive their lives the only way 

they know how. Other women discusséd how they had been accessing and wodchg with their 

huer childhood hum, or how they were coming to terms with a faiüng or abusive mmiage. The 

group leader responded by asking how the group can support them. 

After the break, there was a lively discussion about using four-Ietter words in situations 

when there are intensely felt emotions, how many women had overcome their inhiiitions in using 

these words, and how iiberating it felt to be able to use these words in these circumstances, 

including within the group. The remaining women then continued to share their personal 

-ences and struggies with respect to M y  and relationship rnatters. Here again, severaI 
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women talked about how they cannot speak about childhood eveats or other feelings with W y  

members because the famiiy does not want to hear about it. One member related how dificuit it 

was for her to look at the past herself because it was stilI too paintùl. 

At the end of the session, the group agreed that there would be a pot-luck lunch at 12:OO 

next week, just prior to the final (gQ) session, as part of a fareweli celebration. 

7 F f l  (4 feedback sheets) 

This was the last session for which feedback sheets were coilected. Although only four members 

m e d  them in, these women wrote at geat  lengfh about their expenence and their thoughts and 

feelings: 

- One member reported this as the most paintiil session for her as it was her wedding 

anniversary but a very unhappy one; there were many deeply confücting and painfùi 

feelings attachai to the event. She m e d  that the feedback 1 had given her rang tnie, 

that she felt a sense of Mure with the mamage, thaî the past was lost. The family 

members on her husbaad's side are now lost h m  her We - which she has to giieve and 

needs to corne to terms with. Her question was: What was the lesson in di this? There 

was also the issue Jan had brought up for her, of choosing life versus choosing spiritual 

death in deciding whether the mariage will continue as it is. She had given up aii her 

hopes and dreams for the sake of the mariage to an alcoholic and We has passed her by. 

However, she feels that she has been geîting stronger over the past few years, improvhg 

herseifthanks to the work she has done in various groups and thanks to her Higher 

Power. In asking why her life has evolved as it did, she found her own answer in realizing 

that because of that experience, she has been taught a number of things; she has l m e d  to 

face shame and Mt, to p-we, to k e n  to her inner seE to accept herseif and regain her 

self-esteem, learned honesty and hmiiîy, and the 12-steps. She feels that she has met a 

number of "angelsn dong the way who have moved her dong the path to her own healing 

and recovery. 
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- Another mernber refiected about her introversion, her shyness, which makes it a challenge 

to be involved in this group of women.. Even though she 6nds it hard work to be in the 

group, she fin& she appreciates herseifmore as a resuit. Some years ago she took her 

fk t  steps towards healing by becoming involved in outside actMties and a support group 

which becarne a source of guidance and insight into some of the problems she was 

experiencing What she needs the most is to have someone who can listen to her and 

understand her story and her experîences. As a r d t  of these activities she was able to 

discover and develop some of her hidden talents, narnely writing poems and prose in the 

form of journais. This has become the main avenue for releasing her grief and exploring 

her turbulent emotions. Sbe also aclaiowledged the presence and guidance of God in her 

life which has given her the strength to survive and go on despite her tniulations. Her 

d e r i n g  has enabled her to mate an honest and tme relaîionship with people and with 

God. Reco-g her personai value and dignity gave her the abiIity to continue growing 

through her pain and suffering. She recognites that heaiing is an ongoing process and that 

she stirt needs to address the unhished business in her He, pparticularly in her f d y  life 

with a husband who continues to put her down; in spite of this stîe contulues to fight to 

take better care of herself. 

- One mernber had been encouraged to bring in a quilt she had made to show the other 

women and had done so even thbugh she felt apprehensive about how the women would 

react to it. Her apprehension centered around the idea that they would think, how could 

she have the tementy to even atternpt this kind of thing. AU her life she had lived with the 

beliefthat she was a nothing and was good for nothhg b t  she was worthless and 

useless. However, the women marveiled at the beauty of the quilt and a h n e c i  her for 

having done such a beautifiiI job. She had never heard the words, "1 am so very proud of 

you" fiom anyane. She reaüzed how she had been shamed for her feeiings, her ne&, and 

her talents, 6rst by h a  own Etmily whiie growing up and now again by her husband's 
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reactions. This time, however, she was able to counter the negative reactions because of 

the positive reactions she received fiom the women in the group. She realized that no one 

can change the fact that she had made this beautitiil quiit wbich is tangiile proof that she is 
. * 

good for something. This woman also remuiisced about the fact that she had been a 

"barren women" because she could not bear a chiid. However, she had deait with this 

many years ago by asking herself what stie reaiiy wanted, which was to raise a chiid and 

watch it grow and learn, to raise a M y .  She realized that in order to do this, she did not 

need to bear chiidren herself but that she couid adopt, which is what she did. As a result 

she felt thaî she did not miss out on anything or that she was l e s  of a woman. The hct 

that she did not conceive was an act of God. This woman concludeci that she had worked 

very hard in the last five months and was saturateci for now, needing to process a lot of the 

material and experiences in the group. She feels more at peace than she has in a long time. 

- Another member refiected on her own diDudties with speaking up, understanding that 

somehow she needs to leam to speak up in a certain way and that sometimes the 

communication may not be received weU by others. The other person may walk away and 

that would be difiïcult to take. This member also expresseci a lot of difiïculty with the idea 

tbat this group was stnictured by a religious institution and she admitted that she has 

trouble with religion. She feIt that uniess you were a religious person, a Christian, a 

certain other member made you fiel that you were nothing, especially if you challengeci 

any reiigious belief She k l s  that she was prevented from speakhg at times, fiom 

challenging another member because she was openhg up their wounds. She had opened 

up ber own wounds and felt that others were feeling what she was feeling but that yet 

others in the group did not appreeiate or Like this opening of their wounds. But why then 

are they there, she asked. She appreciated the CO-fàcilitator's disclosure to the group of 

the feedback from the confrontation session, that there had been vwy strong feelings and 

reactions about what had happened This member felt that some of the members still want 
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to hide and not deal with their issues. Nevertheless, this member felt that she got some 

positive feedback from certain members. 

n 8. Mav 22.2001 

Attendance: 9 rnembers 

Theme: Healing & Rescuing Ourselves 

The finai session was preceded by a celebration that included most members bringiug food 

to make up a pot-luck lunch during which the women could eat, talk, and socialize. Oniy one or 

two women were unable to corne for the lunch but did come in t h e  for the regular group session, 

The mfacilitator began the session by passing out the handout "Healing & Rescuing 

Ourselves" and reading it aloud. One womaa then tauacheri into a repeat of the same set of 

problems and cornplaints which she had presented during her first session but had not taken any 

action on, despite king given resources and suggestions. The group leader addressed her directiy 

on how this was a t h e  for taking action, making hard choices, and doing some hard seif- 

examination. This was generalized to the issues and difl[iculties that al the group members were 

d&g with in their lives. The group leader then spoke to the &ct that this was the fml session 

and it was a tirne to go away and process what we have Imed, a tirne to take action on whatever 

levei was needed to move ourselves forbard; it was not enough to just have the information, She 

named a number of other resources agencies for members to foüow up with such as the 12-step 

program, Christie House, and other programs and groups offered by St. Raphael Centre. W1th 

endings there are new beginnings. The CO-hciiitator remindeci the members, "Ifyou always do 

what you've always done, you'ii always have what you've always had." The CO-fàcilitator then 

exrendeci a personai thanks to the entire group for allowing her to take part in the hcilitation md 

for stiaring themselves as shown by thek tmst and wihgness to provide her with some excellent 

wntten feedback and personai refledons on what they were experiencing. 
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One member had been encourageci to bring in her own book of prose and poetry, 

"Spiritual Awakening," which she had started as a joumai toward self-healing some years ago; the 

CO-faciiitator had picked out a couple of short selections from this book that were relevant to 

group issues and read them aloud to the group. The remainder of the session was taken up with 

more deep-felt personal sharing by most of the members with respect to on-going difEiculties, and 

the saying of good-byes. Reference was dso made by two of the members to some of the 

unresolved issues and emotions between them whicti had also had an impact on other members' 

seactions in relation to both the process and content of the issue. There was the realization of a 

lot of unfuished business for many members at difirent be l s  and areas of th& recovery. 

Mernbers knew that the healing and recovery process bad just begun for some of them and there 

was much work yet ahead before they found themselves in a better place. 

The session ended late with the women forming a circle, holding hands, and reciting the 

serenity prayer: "God, grant me the serenity to accept the things 1 cannot change, the courage to 

change the things 1 can, and the wisdom to know the dEerencen 

n8- 

No Feedback sheets were given out as this was the final session. Instead, the 

Therapeutic Facton Questionnaire had been handed out during the session and members 

were asked to r e m  them for the last session; these questionnaires were to be anonyrnous with 

no names on them. This questionnaire was made up of 35 items and designeci to assess whicti 

factors members found helptùl as part of th& heahg and recovery process. Each question was 

answered on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 equating to extremely helpfiil and 5 equating to barely 

helpEiil. Eight questionnaires were returnd; only one member fideci to tum in a questionnaire. 



Overail A s s w e n t  qf the Fe- 

The reflections on the feedback sheets were rich and abundant in information on how the 

women descnied their issues and concerns and how they were stniggling and feeling. It was 

evident many times that the women were comforted and helped by knowing that others were also 

facing problems and stniggiiig with ernotional and reIationship difficulties much like their own. 

The women were very closely aligned in terms of the sidanty and cornrnonality of their 

concem. They ali felt comforted by the knowledge that they were not alone or unique in their 

problems and feelings, but they also recognized their differences, that they each had their own 

unique circumstances. For most of them, their disdosures in the group dowed them to feel 

accepted by the rest of the group. This aüowed some mernbers to recognize their isolation and to 

let go of their sharne and guilt when they disclosed their painfbl stories; at the same the,  it 

invariably made them more compassionate and sympathetic toward others, often stirring up strong 

feelings of mutual identification with each other's pain and suffering. 

From the women who did 6ii out the feedback forms, it was evident that they were 

working hard at processing their various thoughts, feelings, and issues. At various times, through 

their self-reflections, they showed how they arriveci at poignant new insights and understanding of 

their situations. They began to understand what th& constraints were and how they ofken limited 

themselves on the one han4 but also how they fhced the limitations they did have, on the 0 t h  

hand. For a few, there was a sense of rélief that they codd corne out of hiding and isolation, 

effectively rernove their masks, and see through the veil of denial behind which they were living. 

They came to the reaiization again and again that they had work to do and new skills to lem. 

They had to find their own answers and solutions to their difliculties; no one else had the answer 

to how they should live their lives except themselves. 

The women wrote about how they m&ed with various issues such as setting Iimits and 

boundaries; leamhg not to carry other peopIe's emotiond burdens or responsibilities; dealmg with 

painfiil emotions such as toneliness; abuse in the MY; perfiionism and doing too much for 
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others at their own expense; grieving the loss of family retationships; and coming to terms with 

the loss of illusions about marital relationships.. Several of the women also indicated that they felt 

they had already found peace and resohtion with some of the issues raised by other women or 

that they had made significant progress in certain areas. Many felt that they were 6nding imer 

strengths and talents they did not see before. The women learned to tmst themselves, to validate 

their own perceptions and feelings. Some were setting limits and boundaries for the first time. 

They felt they were acquiring important social skills and iïnding self-worth and self-acceptance. A 

number of the women saw themselves as courageous and wrote about how they becarne proud of 

what they had accomplished. They saw themeives as leamhg making progress, experiencing 

set-backs, overcoming obstacles, and constantiy renewing their commitment to growing stronger 

and heaiing. 

in  addition, the women were not afhid to express their thoughts and feelings about the 

group experience. They consisîently stated w b t  in the group they found personalIy helptiil and 

meaningfùl, for exarnple, the information and issues presented, the feedback and support they 

received, and the skilis they learned. They also k I y  stated how any particular meeting or 

session afFected them - whether they came out of the group feeling good, confident, and energized 

or overwhelmed, distressed, emotionally drained, hstrated, or discomected. They aiso voiced 

cornplaints tiom time to tirne about how some members taiked too long, how the facilitators 

shouldkould have wnstrained these members and kept them on track, and how some felt they did 

not get enough feedback. 

There was an on-going f i cu l ty  with one of the women who did not feel accepted by and 

wnnected with the group because of her sense of rejection and disapprovai tiom another member, 

but she was unwiiiiig to bring this to the group initidy and waited for several sessions. When the 

conflontation did hally take place, there were some very strong emotional reactions and mixeci 

responses among the group members, with some feefing very uncomfortabIe and even distressed 

for various reasons, while others felt that they learned something valuable about the need to 



confront and how to confiont. This was an incident that left a number of members with 

unresolved or unfinished business. 

Overall, this remarkable group of women took on the challenge of working hard at their 

own recovery and growth, of taking active steps and risks to make positive changes, and came to 

appreciate th& own efforts and stmgg!es at making changes for the better. Despite their pain and 

dering, their courage, corfidence, and sense of cornmitment to their own healing &one 

througb. 



PART m: THE HEALING PROCESS 

Ydom (1995) identifieci a number of therapeutic factors that operate in groups and 

promote therapeutic recovery or healing. These factors consisted of 12 generai categories; 

ranked in order of importance, they were: interpersonal input, catharsis, group cohesiveness, self- 

understandimg, interpersonai output, existentid factors, universality, instillation of hope, aitruism, 

W y  re-eaactment, guidance, and identification. It was group rnernbers in tong-tenn, interactive 

psychotherapy groups who themselves assesseci these factors as mosî relevant to their 

improvement. However, Ydom (1995) aiso makes the observation that the Werential value that 

group participants place on the therapeutic factors is strongiy dependent on the type of group they 

are in, the stage of the therapy, and socioeconomic, intellectual, and personal variables associated 

with the members. 

The therapeutic factors that 1 placed in the forrn of items on the questionnaire were a 

Iimited and modiied version of Yaiom's 12 original factors. For this group, Wmen Healing 

Together. 1 dropped the category of altruism as not relevant; this item refers to helping others, 

forgetting oneself in hvor of thinking of others 6rst, and putting others' needs ahead of one's 

own. It turned out that this characteristic was one that the women in this group had taken on too 

strongly in their lives, at their own expense. It is not that thinking of others and their needs is 

unimportant but that there seemed to have been no real baiance in many of these women's lives 

between looking after themselves and looking afler others' needs. 1 aiso combined interpersonai 

input and output into one category of interpersonal Ieaming and included two additional 

categories for my own purposes: psycho-education and emotional support. The results of the 

questionnaire are in the foliowing table: 



le 3: Ranking of Fa&& Group T h m ~ v  for "W- 
Toeether" 

Factors were ranked in order of importance and scored by 8 group members. Ranh were 
determined by taking the average score for each question, based on a scde of 1 to 5 as foiiows: 

1 = extremely heipful 2 = very heipful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat heipful 5 = barely helpful 

1 developed three average range groups for helpfulness of thenpeutic factors as foiiows: 
Most he1pfit.i: 1 .O - 2.4 * 

Ernotionai support 32 
33 

M a t i o n  of Hope 2 
24 
25 
26 

Farnily-Re-enactment 19 
20 

Existentid Factors 27 
28 

Self-Understanding 2 1 
22 
23 
29 
30 

Interpersonai Learning 9 
IO 
34 
3 5 

Average Score 

1.6 

1.86 
2.25 
2.0 

2.75 
1.5 

2.37 
2-0 
2.14 
2.43 

2.25 
2.37 

2.75 
2.0 

2.7 1 
2.71 
2.14 
2.12 
2.43 

2.75 
3 -0 
2.25 
2.0 



Factor n No, 

9. Group Cohesiveness 3 
4 
5 
6 

10. Guidance 

1 .  Catharsis 

12. Identification 

Therapeutic factors and questions adapted fiom Yalom (1995), p. 74-78. 



mdmkham: 
3 1. Receiving written handouts with information about specific issues. 

Univtrsali&. 
1. Learning that "I m not done" or "1 mn not the on& one wiîh my type of problm others are in 

the same boat as 1 am.' 
7. Learning that others have sarne of the same thaughts and feelings that 1 do. 
8. Learning that others had parents and backgrounds as unhappy or rnessed up as mine. 

-al SLIP-: 
32. Ernotional support received from other group members. 
33. Emotional support received from one or both of the group facilitators. 

H- 
2. Optimism and hop  that I can get through this diieult tirne in rny life by participating in the 

grou P. 
24. Seeing others getting better was inspiring to me or gave me hop. 
25. Knowing others had sotved problems similar to mine. 
26. Seeing ot her group memben were imptwing or had imprwed encouraged me. 

i 9. Being in the group somehow helped me to understand old hangups that I had in the past with 
my parents, brothers, sisters, or other people in my Iife 

20. Being in the group was, in a sense, like k ing  in a fimily, only this time a more accepting and 
understanding family. 

27. Reeogniring that life is at times unfair and unjust. 
28. Learning that I must take ultimate responsibility for the way I Iive my life no rnattw how much 

support and guidance I get from others. 

2 1. Learning that I have likes or dislikes for a person for reasons which may have little to do with 
the persan and more to do with rny hangups orexperiences with people in my past. 

22. Larning that 1 read to some people or situations unrealistically. with feelings that somehow 
belong to earlier periods in my Iife. 

23. Leaming that how I feel and behave today is related to my c h i l d h d  and development. 
29. Receiving information that helped me expand my knowledge and understand myself better. 
30. Being able to identify problematic themes and patterns in my relationships. 

m r s o n a l  LtstnfnP 
9. Improving my skilis in getting abng or dealing with people. 
10, Feeling more tnrstfut of goups and of other people, 
34. Learning ways to handle issues or settle difierences. 
35. Learning social ski11 techniques. such as how to set baundaries or lirnits . 



Groun Cohesivcnw 
3. Finding a sense of belonging, togetherness. and acceptance in the group. 
4. Being able to open up and express strong feelings and not worrying about how others will 

perceive me. 
s Revealing embarrassing things about myself and still being accepted by the group, 
6. Belonging to a group of people who understand and accept me. 

Cuidince 
12. A facilitator suggesting or advising something for me to do or giving me definite suggestions 

about a relationship or life problem. 
1 3. Croup rnemben suggesting or advising something for me to do or giving me definite 

suggestions about a life or relationship problem. 

G&u& 
I 1. Being able to Say what was bothering me instead of holding it in. 
i 4. Learning how to expr-s my feelings. 
15. Expressing negative or posit~e feelings toward another member. 

1 dentification 
i 6. Trying to be like someone in the group who was better adjusted than 1 was. 
L 7. Finding someone in the group whom 1 could pattern rnyself after. 
18. Seeing that others could reveal embarrassing things and take other risks and benefit from it 

helped me to do the same. 

Foiiowing is a description of each factor and an analysis of how these factors operateci in 

this group based on personal observation, comments on the feedback sheets, and responses to the 

questionnaires. What is cntically important to remember is that aii of these thenpeutic factors are 

highiy interdependent; noue of them stand in isolation to the others. 

1. Universdity. Many individuals-who have come fkom severeiy dysftnctional families often 

believe they are aione in th& misery, that they alone have fiightening thoughts, feeiings, 

fintasies, or personal diflicuities. in this therapy group, Women Healing Togeiher, 

particuIariy in the eariy stages, the women began to hear other members disclose painfui or 

distresshg feelings and problems similar to their own This disconfhned theu uniqueness, 

that they were not the onIy ones with problems, that they shared comrnon concem and 

sense that "we are aîi  in the same boat." This was precisely what was found in this group 
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of women. Uuiversality was rated very high on the questionnaire (3 items), as very and 

exîremely helpfd, by the rnajority of ihe women. This was dso strongiy reflected on the 

feedback sheets by the women who did give feedback, indicatiag that this was a potent 

healing factor for the women. 

2. Instillation of hop& The beliec expectation, or conviction thai members can be helped 

to overcome their problems and difficuities through participation in a therapy group is 

another cruciai factor that contributes to healïng. Sustainin8 hope and confidence in the 

iherapeutic process heIps to keep members in the group so that 0 t h  factors can take 

effect. Group mmbers are invariaMy at different points dong a coping continuum and 

some members o h  h d  it helpfid ta see how others have improved th& circum~tances 

or theu bctionuig. This aiso instills hope for fiinire recovery. Instiüation of hope was 

dso highly rami as a healiag factor for the womeu in this group. A11 four of the items 

received scores of very and extremely helpfîii by the majority of the women; some 

members scored a few of the items as helpfui but there were no scores worse than helpfirl. 

This indicated that the hope of getting better, improving, and s o h g  problems was a 

potent therapeutic mer for these women. A strong sense of hope was also very evident 

on the women's feedback sheets. 

3. Eïistential factors. These factors inchde a recognition of some bdamentai humanistic 

or phiiosophid issues that bear-on one's He. These inchde dtimate responsiiility for 

one's Ke, basic isolation, the capriciousness of existence, and letting go of the trivialities 

in one's He in the face of more basic issues such recogniPng one's mortality and therefore 

concentrathg on leading a more meanin@ Mee Certain of these items ofien connect at a 

deep lever for memben and are d e d  highiy as an important fktor. For the members of 

Women Healing Together this was no exception. One of the two existentid items in the 

-. . ---I - ---?,- US--,:- - il-..- T ,.- -,L- ..li,-, ,, - -2L: lL.  F-- -L, ,,-. 1 SL., ,, 1% 
U i t # r I i t y  U t  1 iiiUJt IMt: U i u t u n L C  tçrri~U31UIULy L W  fflG WUy 1 UVG illy U C  

no matter how much support and guidance 1 get Erom otheqn was scured as either 
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extremely helpfiil or very helpfbl by six of the seven members who answered t h  question; 

ody one member scored this item as somewhat helpfirl and one rnember fàiied to score the 

item. The second item, "recognizing that life is at times d i û r  and unjust" was also scored 

a s  helpfiil, very helpfid, or extremely helpfd by six of the eigh! women, white two scored 

this item as somewhat helpful. A few women also expresseci strong existentid themes on 

their feedback sheets. Existentid fàctors seem to help members corne to tenns with their 

basic sense of aionenes in terms of choice and decision-makmg in th& iives. 

4. Self-understanding. Both therapists and group members generally have an urgent and 

deep-rwted need for inteliectual understanding of themselves and their place in the world. 

Members in particular have a great need and want for self-knowledge and for a deeper 

understandimg of their difficuities. It is the motives behind this need that help to bring 

about positive change. What drives the desire for self-howledge is the need for a sense 

of control and mastery as weii as safety. Through knowtedge and undetstanding, the 

unkaown and the unexplained are rendered barmless; information removes ambiguity and 

reduces M e t y  Knowledge &ives us the a b i  to explain thüigs and explanation allows 

us to order the events in our lives into a cohe ra  predictable pattem. in this sense, 

knowledge is power because it removes fear of the unknom and once we understand the 

selfbetter or can explain and understand our di£Ecuities, they becorne more managaMe 

and under one's control; we canthen make better choices that permit us to act in our own 

best interests. Three of the five items on the questionnaire that related to seIf- 

understanding were rated primarily as extremely or very helpfiil by the women in this 

group; the other two items were also rated fiom helpfûi to extremely hhelpfitl by most of 

the rnembers, indicating that this was a potent &or. Self-understanding was another 

fàctor that came through on the feedback sheets the women submitted and came through 
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5. FiiïüLl ïe-eüa~~esrt. The majorily of peüpk who participate in groups corne fiom a  

background of highiy unsatisfàctory childhood experiences in dysfiinctional fimilies-of- 

origin. Women Healing Together was no exception. Long-tem therapy groups invariably 

bring out many of the same dynamics and problems that existeci in the individuai's origiaal 

M y .  There are authoritylparental figures, peer siblings, strong emotions, deep intimacy, 

and sometimes hostile, cornpetitive feelings. In the,  some memben begin to interact with 

others members or with the leaders in a way that reflects how they interacteci with their 

original family members, Some members may display helpless dependence on the leaders, 

some may admire or try to appease the leaders or others, some compte for attention and 

caring, some complain about favoritism or may seek to become the favorite, some look for 

allies to defend themseives against others, and some are wary or f m  of the leader@). 

AU the roles that duit children of alcoholics &'bit may be replayed by the various 

members of the group and indeed there may be cornpetition for some of these roles. En the 

group, these fixed roles can be explored and challengeci. Working out problem with 

other members or with a leader is also working through unfjnished faady business fiom 

long ago. However, in this group, Women Healing Togethet, many of these dynamics did 

not have tirne to filIy surfsice orbe played out because of the 8-week t h e  limit and the 

fâct that a certain amount of time during each two-hour session was devoted to the 

elucidation of particular issues in a general way rather thaa being relateci to members' 

specüic, individuai issues, aithough the women did disclose many of these personai issues. 

There was ody one occasion when one meruber was encourageci to disdose to the group 

the reservations and negative feelings (hostility) she had about another group member. 

This ''confirontation" was handled by the group leader and took up a good portion of the 

group's time. There were a number of very strong reactions reflected by the women on 
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stirred up many more hidden or unaddressed issues for some members, including shame. 



As one psychotherapist (Gans, 1989) explained it: 

One of the mostfiequent m e s  of hostility in the early phase of group dewlopment is 
narc~ssistic injury (although mrhssistic injury is a potent source of hostility in al1 
phases of group development). The potential for injury CO selfesteem, while a puinfil 
fact of group membership. is not bad. Mtrch of the healing in grmp takes place by the 
growing capcity and willingness of its members to acknowtedge and &al with their 
respective hurts and slights ut each others ' M. These include being wrappreciated, 
excluded, [smbbed,]forgotten, stereotyped cheated, disappinred. shamed. anà 
exposeci Initially, responses to such emotional injury are mgry and hostile; however. as 
members gradually are helped to see that there are "no innocent bystanders" and that. 
to some degree, they have the power both to change what is happemng in grmp and to 
take responsibility for h m  others respond to them. the emotional tone changes. 
Eventually. a sense of collaboration replaces p e r  struggles. sibling issues. and 
destructive competition. 

It is doubtfid that the issues between the two women were resolved satisfactody for either 

one, primarily because of the t h e  limitation. in my opinion, many more sessions would 

have had to be devoted to t d y  working through the emotional dEcuities for both 

women. However, as a therapeutic factor, the two f d y  re-enactment items on the 

questionnaire were scored as helpfd, very helpfd, and exûemeiy helpfui by most of the 

women. These two items, however, were related more to acquiring an understanding of 

old bang-ups fiom past family relationships as weii as feeling that the group itselfwas like 

a more accepting and understanding f d y .  So this factor in this group was more closeiy 

intertwined with gaining seif-understanding. 

6. interpenonal leaming. This refers to social leaming that is acquired as a result of 

p u p  mmibm interacting ~ith~each other during sessions Within the social mîaocom 

of a psychotherapy group, members can acquire certain social &iUs such as managing 

conûict, Iearning how they impact each other, what impressions they make on others, 

learning to trust, and how to handle issues or settle ciifferences. PsychoIogicai symptoms 

and interpersonal difEcuities have often developed f?om disturbed interpersonal relatim- 

ships eatlier in lXe. Therapy groups can create a social universe withùi which these 

disturbances c m  be uncovered, explored, and changed through interaction with and 

feedback fiom other members and the therapist. However, in this group, again because of 
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the more structurecl format of the group and the fàct that it was time-limite& interpersonal 

leamhg was not as pronounced; inter-personal interactions were more limited because the 

format called for feedback fiom others ody on request and others were waiting for their 

turn to check-in and to relate th& concerns or diiliculties. Certain social skiiis such as 

how to set limits and boundaries and how to be seif-assertive were taught in a more 

explicit and generaiized instmctioad mamer as part of psycho-&cation, although a 

nurnber of the women were able to relate how uley personally had learned how to handle 

and negotiate some of these issues, Howwer, afler the "wnûontation" a number of 

women stated in their feedback sheets that they had learned something about how to deal 

with conflict and corne to some kind of resolution The results of the questionnaire 

showed that two of the four items for interpersonal learning were rated Eom very to 

extremely helptùl, while the other two were in the mid-range for helpfulness. This 

indicated that interpersonal karning was sti i i  an important and valued factor for the 

women in this group. 

7. Group cohesiveness. Cohesiveness refers to the memkrs' relationship both to the other 

group members as weii as to the leader; it pertains to the sense of "we-ness" or group 

spirit the members share. It aiso includes aii the forces thaî hold the members together as 

a group such as a sene of belonging, feeling valueci, accepted, and supporteci as weü as a 

sense of king warm, safe, and cornfortable. Cohesion, however, is not a 6x4 quaiity of 

the group but c m  fluctuate over time. Tn addition, cohesiveness does not always mean 

total comfort at al1 times but can inciude fwbg d e  enough to disclose strong negative 

emotions toward 0th- in the group at times. Group whesion is a powerfid therapeutic 

factor in its own right but its real importance is that it is a neceswy condition for 

augmenting other therapeutic &ors. Good cohesiveness promotes healing because it 
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acceptame by other members. To be accepted by others means that one can no longer 
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sustain the belief that one is basicdiy uniovable, e,tab1e, or worthless. Mernbers 

who intwnaiize this experience leam to. accept themselves, which iîself is a critical step 

toward healing. The overall rating for tbis factor feu into the mid-range, but individual 

scores for these items spanned the entire range of the s a l e  h m  barely helpful to 

extremely helpfiil, in looking at the sets of individual scores for the four items that made 

up this factor, it wi be seen that there was consistency within the scores for each member; 

that is, each member coosistently feIt group cohesion at some point on the scale; for 

exampie several members scored cohesion as extremely helpfid across al i  four items, whiie 

severai other members scored al the items as helpfùl or somewhat helptiil, no member 

scored these four items at the diiffixent extrema. This indicates that for some members di 

aspects of group cohesion were important and played a healing d e ,  while for other 

members the group cohesion was either not f&, or they did not feel ready for deep 

sharing, and therefore this did not provide them with a healing experience. 

8. Guidance. Guidance is the explicit risking for andor giving of advice or suggestions for 

handling a personal diBcuIty, but can aIso indude providing cognitive strategies for 

handling @c kinds of cIifEcuities. Advice cm corne f?om the therapist/fiiciiitaton or 

fiom other members. Even though it is weli-known that advice and suggestions are rarety 

foilowed, advice-giving nevertheles serves its ftnction as a group process because it 

implies and conveys interest and-mutuaI &g. For the members of Women Healing 

Togefher, this hctor feil into the mid-range for helpfûiness. In looking at the two 

questions that made up this factor, the different menbers rated this factor dong the entire 

range h m  bareiy helphi to extreme1y helptùi. The most Iikeiy reason for this is that ody 

some members wanted and received q e d ï c  advice for their diEcuIties, while others who 

did receive advice and suggestions found it very helpfiir. 

9. Zaiharsis. Z-s is tne niii expression or venniation ofsirong emoiïons, wiieiiier 

negative or positive. As a thmpeutic fieror, motional expression alone is not enough to 
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produce positive change, but rather requires some fom of cognitive re-leaming to go 

dong with it, i.e., the person must undergo some kind of shift in the way she typically 

reacts to something, or some kind of change in basic attitude or perspective as a r d t  of 

the emotional experience. Often, king able to féei the motion dong with being able to 

find the words to say what could not be said before satisfies both these requirements for 

positive change. In a group, catharsis becornes more helpfûi once supportive bonds have 

been forged with group members. Most of the members of Women Healing Together 

disclosed personal information that often Ied to the shedding of painfiil tears, generating 

carin& concern, and empathy fiorn oihers who identifiai closely with the pain of those 

members, On the questionnaire, the item that was vaiued most was leaming how to 

express feelings. The item relating to the expression of aegative or positive feelings 

toward another member was rated as less helpfid most Likely because there was very M e  

of this kind of exchange in the group with the exception of the wnfiontation that took 

place during week 5 and was not resoIved for either member. Being able to say what was 

bothetuig a member, instead of holding it, in was rated as moderately helpfui. Much of the 

emotional expression by group members seemed ta be a pure ventilation of pain and 

unhappiness with abusive situations in the past and present and did not invoIve a great deal 

of inner exploration; new insights or changes in attitude or perspective did not develop 

uni4 later sessions. 

IO. Identifkation. This refêrs to imitative behavior in which a group member tries to pattern 

herself or some aspect of her behavior after another group member. This was regarded as 

the least helpftl fàctor by participants in both long-term therapy groups and among the 

women in Women Healmg Together. However, there is another level of therapeutic 

benefit that members may experience through being spectators and watching how other 

iil~mbrix LW& th& LEZ~ i ~ û & k  a& d& wk'I && p m b t a ~ .  &en ~ür ig l~  KZX 

members may participate minixnaiiy or passively, they nevertheless acquire some self- 



understanding and howledge by watching how others interact, reveal their painfUl 

situations or feelings, and work through some of their dficulties. There was at least one 

woman in this group who was relaîively quiet and passive and may have benefitted this 

way. Attending the group sessions and simply obseMng may aiiow her to become more 

aware of the possiiilities for action at a later tirne, &er termination of group sessions, 

when she could become more fuiiy engaged with others by taking risks and making 

changes when she is ready. Thuq identification was the least helpfiil of ail the therapeutic 

factors, with an overail rating in the Iess helpfid range. Most members rat& these items 

individually as barely belpiid, somewhat helpfid, or helphl. 

11. Emotional support. This included members and facilitaton providing empathy, 

sympathy, acceptance, understanding, and a non-judgmental attitude and atmosphere in 

the running of the group. Specific emotiod support, however, was vaiued very highly 

when it came fiom the facilitators, much more than when it was provided by other 

members of the group, as indicated on the questionnaire. Emotional support fiom a 

facilitator had the highest therapeutic factor rating on the questionnaire. 

12. Psycho-education. This was the imparting of information relevant to the issues identified 

by the women in this group in the f o m  of weekIy hand-outs (see Appendix A). This 

factor is intimately connectai to self-understanding and ndy belongs in that category. 

However, 1 made this into a separate item for my own purpose which was to identify 

specitically whether the hand-outs I wiis providig were samethhg that the women 

wanted, found helpfûi, and welcomed. 1 received a great deal of verbal encouragement 

fiom the women alrnost tiom the beginning to continue making the information on sp&c 

topics and issues available in written fonn on hand-outs. This aiiowed the women to 

follow dong, to highlight what they found most relevant and applicable to themselves, and 
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psycho-education emerged as the factor with the second best average score as a singIe 
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therapeutic item, after emotional support from the facilitators, which was fht. Psycho- 

ducation was unanimousiy valued and appreciated by the members of Women Heaiîng 

Togertser. Most of the women seemed to have a thirst for knowiedge in attempting to get 

a betîer undersiandhg of themselyes and their diffidties and how they might be able to 

make changes. As is m e  of seK-understanding, psycho-education serves an important 

function in imparting information that memben are o h  desperate for. Explanation and 

clanfication can Iiinetion as an effective and powerful therapeutic force for change 

because most people abhor uncertainty and ambiguity- Hearing an explmiion for a 

phenornenon that provides understanding is a &st step toward its conîrol. 

Wmen HeuIing Together was a the-limited therapy group consisting of 8 weeks of two- 

hour sess~*ons, once per week. Thus, in cornparison to long-term, interactional psychotherapy 

groups, this group wss more limited with respect to interpersonal interactions because f i b a c k  

was primanly @en onIy on request and becawe the main focus was not on here-and-now 

interpersonal Uiteractions but rather on personal disclosures; it was also not psychodynamidy 

oriented in that the 8 week period did aot lend itseifto the deep and extendeci explorations of 

intemai conflicts and hidden motivations that make up petsonal intenictions. Mead, the group 

was structured so that each individuai member wodd have an opportunity to check in and share 

her own personal story, düllcuities, and feelings; ke&tack was provided in terms of emotiod 

support, persona1 r&oas to what a member said, and resources or information offered by the 

members and hcititators. The main thnist of the group besides psycho-education was to increase 

self-awareness and seif-understanding h u g h  risking seIf&osure and subsequent expIoration 

of commoniy-shed issues and concem. 

It was expected, therefore, that the therapeuhc fiidon Yalom identifid might not be 
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îherapy groups did and thus not be ranked in the same order. As expected, the rank orderings for 



Women HeaIing Together versus long-term, interactional therapy groups differed. Following is 

the cornparison, ranked in order of importance: 

eutic F m  between Long-Tenn T h e r w  

Wmnen Healin~ Together (8 weeks. 8 members) 
1. interpersonal learaing-input 1. psycho-education (handouts & explanôtions) 
2. catharsis 2. universality 
3. group cohesiveness 3. emotional support 
4. self-understanding 4. instillation of hope 
5. interpersonai leamhg-output 5 .  f d y  re-enactment 
6. existential factors 6. existentid factors 
7. universality 7. self-understanding 
8. instillation of hope 8. interpersona1 leaming 
9. altruism 9. group cohesiveness 
10. family re-enactment IO. guidance 
I 1. guidance 11. catharsis 
12. identification 12. identification 

As Yalom (1995) pointed out, the least vdued therapeutic factors are not necessarily 

unimportant so much as they are simply valued Iess relative to the other factors, The factors that 

the members of Women Healing Together chose as most helpfùi coincided closely with a number 

of the factors that Alcohoiics Anonymous and other thne-fimited, self-help groups employ and 

encourage, namely imparting of information which equates with psycho-education, universality, 

and some aspects of group cohesiveness. Interpersonal leamhg is ofien not possible in time- 

limited groups because relationship dicuities, which often contniute to symptoms and long- 

standing problems, cannot be worked tfirough within the shorter t h e  b e  of those therapy 

groups that have specific goals to accomplish 

Differences in the individual characteristics of the group memben also contriiuted to the 

individual variation in the rankings of the individuai questions or items that made up the 

therapeutic factors categories. Yalom (1995) demies research showing that an individual's level 

of fiinctioning is signïfïcantly relatai to the ranking of therapeutic factors, with higher-functioning 



members vaiuing certain factors more than lower-functioning members. Higher functioning 

individuals tended to value interpersonai or viarious leaming, seif-understanding, and deeper 

insight into their interpersonai relations, whiie lower-fûnctionuig individuals placed more value on 

items that offered more d e t y  and required less risk such as universality, instillation of hope, 

advice, and guidance fiom members and group leaders (Yalom, Tinklenberg, & Gilula, 1968; 

Leszcz, Yalom, & Norden, 1985). However, these needs and values are highiy variable, changing 

with stages of therapy and recovery, as weU as members' individual characteristics; these personal 

characteristics include ego strength, motivation, developmental deficits, degree of progress, goals, 

and specitlc characterological difEculties such as narcissistic versus seK-effacing personalities. 

Thus different group members wiü select and value different aspects of the group process 

accordingly. Undoubtedly, although not explicitly assessed or analyzed, it can be assumed that 

most of these variables also applied to the members of Women Healing Together. Group 

experiences will address specific deficits and therefore will create a better fit for those members 

whose needs in this area are congruent with whatever is being dealt with in the group. 

Thus, the question of the relative potency of therapeutic fictors is complicated. DEerent 

factors and the sîrength of the therapeutic factors may be vaiued by diierent kinds of therapy 

groups, by the same group at dSerent developmental stages, and by different members within the 

same group depending on their individual needs, strengths, and emotional difficulties (Yaiom, 

1995). Variables such as age, sex, or education appear to make iittle difference. 

Another related question that has b e n  looked at with respect to therapeutic factors in 

group therapy for individuals recovering fiom addictions is whether the same therapeutic factors 

apply to different dinical populations who have not been atl~écted by addiction. The assumption 

has b e n  that addt children of alcoholics, or ACOAs, are a distinctive population with special 

therapeutic needs because aicoholic families develop distinctive symptoms, behaviors, and 
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by Mahon and KempIer (1995) suggests that the therapeutic needs and factors do not dEer in 
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these two kinds of groups. This study used Yaiom's 12 therapeutic factors and compared two 

clinid populations who participated in ongoing psychotherapy groups; one group consisted of 

adult children of aicoholics, or ACOAs, and the other group consisted of non-ACOAs. The 

findixtg was that there was no signiscant ciifFerence among ACOAs and non-ACOAs in the 

perceived importance of the therapeutic factors. The most valued factors in both groups were 

selfiunderstanding, cohesion, catharsis, and interpersonai leamhg, while instillation of hope, 

altmism, guidance, and identification were less important factors for both groups. 

One explanation for both ACOAs and non-ACOAs in psychotherapy needing the same 

therapeutic k a o n  is that they have aJi experienced growing up in a dysfiuictional W y .  in this 

sense, alcoholism or any addiction is simply one of the potentiai problems that plays a role in 

creating a dysfunctional famiiy. Many of the behaviors and symptoms associated with ACOAs are 

aiso found in families in which one or both parents suffered fiom a chronic illness, whether 

physical or psychiatrie (Miller & Tuchfeld, 1986). It is a dysfllnctional M y  of any kind, rather 

than aicoholism or addiction per se, that creates the psychological and emotionai di€Eculties in 

individuais who seek psychotherapy as aduiîs. However, it is aiso too sweeping an assumption to 

say that ai i  those who seek group therapy must come fkom dysfiinctional families. The term 

"dysfunctionai" can be retrospectively applied to almost any family system by any individual who 

experiences emotionai diEculties or problems in living. Such a position simply assumes too much 

and discriminates too Little. However, the evidence does support the same therapeutic needs for 

both ACOAs and non-ACOAs. 

ors 0-e in Women - 6 6  

What heals us? What is healing and how do we heal? These are challenging questions 

because there are diffèrent kinds of healing, different levels of heahg, and different degrees of 

heaiing. Xeaiing invoives experiencing changes hi niay ~~ emouonai, cognitive, physicai, 

sexual, and spirinial aspects of people's ha, The need to heal emerges because of the many 
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dEeïciiî &id5 of psychic wounds people have suEered as hfhts, as children, as adolescents, and 

also as adults. What is common to aü these wounds is the experience of pain, of deprivation, lack 

of Ioving and numuing, fear, wconfon, and heiplesmess. To heaI means to make whole again by 

iïiiing in the holes in the soul. 

For Women Heaiing Together, a nurnber of additional therapeutic factors besides the 

group fiaors, also played a role in healing: 

1. Helping a rnember stay with her p W  feelings and discornfort is part of the healing 

process; it aiiows a person to continue the search process on a deeper and fiiller level by 

drawing attention to the imrnediate experience and facilitating awareness (Yaiom & 

Bugentai, 1997); this was done on a number of occasions for members of this group by 

both facilitators. 

2. An important aspect of healing is the need to identify and label emotions appropriately and 

accwately. Many individuah have grown up in homes where ernotions were not talked 

about or where certain emotions were wndemned as bad and unacceptable (e.g. anger or 

sadness) and had to be suppressed. Sometimes a person can be overwhelmed with 

conflicting and painfiil feelings which they m o t  make sense of or name; sometimes it is 

the acwmpanying situation or issue that is diEcult to understand and put a label on. 

Validating, clarQing, and normalizing the women's emotions, perceptions, and issues was 

done throughout these sessions, as needed, by the co-hciiitators. At times, this kind of 

validating and clarif;ling he1ped cIear up cognitive distortions that had muddied ongoing 

expenemial processing for the person in the pst. 

3. Providing validation and acceptame of emotions is also healing in another sense; it allows 

the penon to feel entitled to her feelings, rather than ashameci of them and neediig to bide 

them fiom others. 
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When painfiil materiai is kept inside and unexpressed, the person cannot examine it, 
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explore it, work it through or resolve it and she continues to suffer with it. Disclosure 

generally releases the person fiom its gip because the need for secrecy is gone and the 

shame or honor of the event and the emotions can be reteased. 

5. Repetition in t e h g  one's story, rehaghing one's issues, problems and concems, are aU 

vital aspects of the healing journey. Individuais need to revisit their emotional hurts and 

pains and concerus many times before they begin to see their way clear to making changes 

and improvements in theù lives. Such repetition does not mean that a person is 

necessarily stuck or not malo'ng progress. People generaliy have a need to explore and 

rework a difficulty firom many angles; other detaiIs and k e t s  need to emerge and be 

aiiowed expression before the person cm move on. This was also true for most of the 

women in this group who covered the same ground many tirnes and may need more 

time for this. 

6. Metaphors, fables and irnagery can a h  highiight issues or experiences that are sometimes 

difEicuit to articulate or fornulate in abstract words, this promotes healing by bringing 

such subtle or poignant experiencs into the ligh and strengthening the emotional 

understanding of its meaning. During a session, one woman to whom the co-facilitator 

had given a particuiar fable, read this story fkom Friedinan 's Fables that related to her 

situation and with which she i d d e d  in a profound way. Afta she read this fable, rnany 

of the other women were afso able to identify with the issue that the fàble captureci. 

7. Restoring a sense of control in one's He is a heafing experience. Aquiring important new 

social skilIs, self-understanding, and knowledge ail contriiute to the acquisition of a sense 

of control over one's me. Understanding the source and nature of one's difliculties often 

provides a tremendous sense of relief and becornes a first step in mastering those 

difficuities. A sense of control gives the individuai the psychoIogical benefits of reducing 
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one's life more manageable and alIowing one to make more conscious choices. It was 
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evident that al1 the women in the group were, in one way or another, stmggling with this 

issue and that knowledge, self-undestanding, and specific, concrete skills al1 contributed 

to giving them a sense of control. 

8. Joumalling is an exercise that promotes Ming. Some of the women in this group kept 

their own pnvate journals. The feedback sheets that many of the women filled out after 

each session can also be seen as a form o f j o d n g  because it tequired them to pour out 

and cl- some of their deepest thoughis and f&gs ont0 papa. It gave them a means 

of exploring their own issues f i r t h  and gaining greater self-understandimg and new 

insights. Journal wrÎting also has the potential to heal by providing emotional rclease, by 

allowing distress, anger, and fears to fi ow ikdy (Pemebakw, 1990). Writing 

about troubiing or traumatic events alIows the idhidual to uncover strengths and 

solutions that aay be iying unbununed within O f t q  if pursueci cunsistentiy over time, 

journalhg resu£ts in new awareness and growth There was much evidence of this 

happening in the journalling the women did on their Wback sheets. 

How does a person kmw wtien she has arperienced heaiing? Heahg involves change, 

growth, development, and integration. H&g bas taken place when a person can think better, 

live better, and feel better about herseIf, when she attains clarity about imdf and what she wants. 

Healing has occurred when the huit, the paiu, and the shame ofthe past have been faced and 

resoived, or when they can be managai better. He* fias taken place wberi women leam to 

&ce painfûi issues, soive th& problems and becorne better at theprucm of problem-sohing. It 

occurs when the pst is no kmger biindly repeated, when hard and unpleasant realities are dealt 

with, when women can make conscious choices about how they want to h e  and behave, and 

when they cm decide what kinds ofrelatioaships t6ey want and on w b î  terms. Healing means 

women know what k i r  wants and needs are know what th- are entitleû @ and can then pursue 

tfieir wants and needs without guiit or mervation. It means M g  a life of 'tnîegrity with the 
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courage of their convictions and values. Healing means achieving a greater sense of autonomy, a 

sense of wholeness, and a more authentic way of relating to self and to others. With healing 

cornes a sense of acceptance - -tance of self and of others; it also cornes when women redize 

that they only have the power to change themselves, not others. Healing is an ongoing joumey in 

which individuals leam to tive their üves at a new level of awareness; it means realiting that they 

d l  always be a work-in-progress. Healing means mending one's tattered wings so one can karn 

to soar again. 
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APPENDIX A 



WOMEN HEALING TOGETHER 

General Goals: (Decide which ones are right for you.) 

To increase my self-esteem 

To know myself better 

To learn new or better coping skills 

To share my issues. feelings. and stmggies so that 1 can understanding myself better 

To recognize that others struggle too 

To learn how to ask others for what I want 

To resoive personal problems 

To be come more open and honest with selected others 

To learn the distinction between having feelings and acting on them 

70 become both independent and inter-dependent 

To accept the reality of my limitations 

To reduce behavior that prevents intimacy 

To learn how to trust myselïand others 

To increase rny self-awareness and thereby increase the possibilities for choice &action 

To clarify my values and to decide whether and how I need to modify them 

To increase my capauty to care for myself as well as others 

To learn to ask others for what 1 want 

To support and challenge others - 
To confront others with care and concern 

To become sensitive to rny own needs and wants and feelings, not just those of others 

To learn to rnake choices in a world where nothing is guaranteed 

My own goals: 



Women Healing Together 
Meeting Our Wants & Needs 

Aprü 10,2001 

Part of taking responsibility for ourselves means taking responsibiiity for what we want and need, 
and knowing that's okay to do. 

Leamhg to tune-in to ourselves, leaming to k e n  to ourselves, is an art. It takes practice. We 
can use our abiiity to guess what others want and need, and apply that ski11 to ourselves. 

What does it sound like we might want and need? What would we guess would help us feel 
better? What are our feelings telling us. Our body? Our mind? Our intuition? Kwe ask, then 
listen clos el^ weYU hear the answer. We are wiser than we think, and we c m  be tnisted. 

What we want and need counts. Et's important, and it's valid. Ifs  okay to l e m  to participate in 
meeting Our own needs. 

We cm learn to identiSl what we want and need and be patient with ourselves while we're 
learning. 

Today, I willpay attention to what I want and need I will not discount myself: 

So many of us have been brainwashed to think that we can't have what we want in iife. That is the 
beliefof the martyr. It is bom of deprivaiion and feu. 

Identifjing what we want and need, then writing it down, sets in motion a powerfül chah of 
events. It indicates that we are taking responsibiiity for our selves, giving God and the Universe 
permission to supply our wants and nee-. 

The belief that we deserve to have a change in character, a relationship, a new dimension to an 
existing relationship, a possession, a certain level of health, iiving, loving, or success, is a powefi  
force in bringing that desire to pass. Often, when we realie that we want something, that feeling 
is God preparing us to receive it. 

Listee Trust. Empower the good in your iife by paying attention to what you want and n d .  
Write it dom. Af!6rm it mentally. Pray about it. Then, let it go. Give it to God and see what 
happens. The resuits may be better than you th&. 

T i ,  I will puy attention to what I want and need I will take time to write it down, then I will 
let it go. I will begin to believe I &serve the best. 



Women Healing Together 
Setting Boundaries 

April 17,2001 

When we own our power to take care of ourselves - set a boundary, Say "no," change an old 
pattern - we may get flack from some people. Thafs okay. We don't have to let their reacb'ons 
control us, stop us, or influence our decision to take care of ourselves. 

We don't have to control M r  reactions to our process of self-are. Their reacüon is not our 
responsibility. We don? have to expect them to not react either. 

People will react when we do things differenffy or take assertive action to nurture ourselves, 
particularly if our decision in some way affects them. Let them have their feelings. Let them 
have their reactions. But continue on your course anyway. 

If people are used to us behaving in a certain way, they'H attempt to convince us to stay that 
way to avoid changing the system. If people are used to us saying 5esm ail the tirne, they may 
start mumbling and murmuring when we Say "no." If people are used to us taking care of their 
responsibilities, feelings, and problems, they may give us some flack when we stop doing that 
That's normal. We can leam to live with a I i ie fl ack in the name of healthy self-care. Nat 
abuse, mind you. Flack. 

If people are used to controlling us through guilt, bullying, badgering, and emotional blackmail, 
they may intensify their efforts when we change and refuse to be controlled. That's okay, 
That's fi ack too. We don? have to let flack pull us back into old ways if we've decided we want 
and need to change. We don? have to react to flack or give it much attention. It doesn't 
deserve attention. It will die down. 

Tociay, 1 will leam to disregard any Jack I receive for changing my behaviors or making other 
efjorts to be hue to myselfand to rake cme of myself: 

1. 1s somebody in your life using you, or not treating you appropriately or respectfidly now? 
Are you complaining, angry, whining, or upset about something? 
What's preventing you kom taking câre of yourself? What do you think WU happen if you do? 
What do you think wiii happen if you don't? 

2. In the past, what have you been willing to lose for the sake of a particular relationship? 
What are you willing to lose now? What are you willing not to lose? 

3. What are the most difficult lands ofboundaries for you to set and enforce? 

- Adapted h m  "The Language of Letung Go" and *Beyond Codependency" by Met* Beame 



Women Healing Together 
A p d  24,2001 

Boundaries 1 Meeting our Wants & Needs / Self-Esteem 

Do you have a hard tirne standing up for yourself? 
Do you keep agreeing to do things that you really dont want to do? 
Do you tolerate rude cornrnents or pushy people because you can't handle confiict? 
Do you take things personally? 

Boundaries tell us where you end and where 1 begin 
We need boundaries to protect ourselves and to take care of ourselves. 
Boundaries c m  be intemal and extemal. 
Boundaries c m  be physical, semai, emotional, and intellectual. 

Extemai boundaries are needed protect our bodies; this includes setting physical & sexual l i ts .  
I n t e d  bounduies are needed to protect our thoughts and feelings. 

How were our boundaries violated when we were children? 
Did anyone here grow up with healthy boundaries where you were taught to set limits on what 
you would accept or aiiow to be done to you? 
How do we allow others to violate our boundaries nod! 
What keeps us fiom setting appropnate boundaries now? 

There are four kinds of impaiments in boundaries: 
87. No boundaries at al1 
88. Damaged boundaries 
89. A w d  instead of a boundary; can be a w d  of anger, fear, silence, or words 
90. Movement back and forth between a w d  and no boundaries at all 

Esam ples: 
- when we have trouble saying no 
- letting others take advantage of us in some way 
- not standing up for ourselves when we are abused 
- property violations, lendig or borrovriing persona1 possessions without setting a limit 
- allowing ourselves be pressured when we want or don? want to do something 
- lettiog others touch us inappropnately, or take liberties with us 
- when we dways respond to other people's demands without ever checking in with ourselves 

Heaithy boundaries: 

- need to be firm but flexible - lave us with setf-respect and respect for others - aüow us to balance vulnerability and self-protection in a healthy way 



A healthy boundary means we know how to - set limits 
- say no 
- take care of ourselves 

"I'il think about it and let you know t o m o m .  " - one of the most usefiil lines of defense. 

Realize that always being nice or always appeasing other people means that you are not being 
respectfiil to yourseifor to others. 

You do have the nght not to answer the telephone or the knock on the door. 

You have a nght to your own privacy in your house, in your bedroom, in the bathroom; have a 
boundary around your own house and your yard, exercise the right not to be intruded on. 

You have a right to your own thne, to do with your tirne what you want. 



Boundaries are the lines and limits we establish to mark our persona1 tenitory - our SELVES. 
Our boundaries define and wntain that territory: our bodies, minds, emotions, spirit, 
possessions, and nghts. 

Many of us have developed a high tolerance for pain, for abuse, for mistreatment, for -ness 
and for boundary violations of al1 kinds. Sometimes ifs difficult to discern when someone is 
hurting us, men we're hurüng them, or even when we are hurting ourselves. Sometimes we 
have to hurt long and hard before we even notice that we're hurüng. And many of us don? 
have a frame of reference for what is normal and appropriate. 

Shame is connected to our boundary issues. We may feel ashamed when we allow people to 
invade or trespass on Our boundaries. Shame can block us from setting the boundaries we 
need to set 

Having a Boundary Issue means we have a ditficulty defining where another person ends and 
vhere I begin. We do not have a clear sense of ourselves and Our boundaries are blurred. 
People with weak boundaries seem to pick up or absorb other people's feelings, almost like a 
sponge absorbing water. 

60- 
Having boundaries doesn't wmplicate Me; boundaries simplify Me. We need to know how far 
we'll go and how far we'll allow others to go with us. Once we understand this, we can go 
anywhere. 

SeMg reasonable, healthy limits in al1 our relationships is a prerequisite to love and 
relationships that work for us. Boundaries are the key to loving relationships. We can learn to 
make appropriate choices conceming what we are willing to give in our relationships - give of 
ourselves, our time, our talents, our knowledge, and our money. When we have a solid sense 
of ourselves we will be able to experience closeness and intimacy. 

Developing heaithy boundaries means that we ieam to respect ourseives and others, We don? 
use or abuse others oraiiow them to use or abuse us. We stop abushg ouneives. We don? 
contml others or let them control us. We stop taking responsibiiity for other people and stop 
ietting them take msponsibiiity for us. We take msponsibility for ourseives. if we'm ngid, we 
ioosen up a bit. We develop a clearsense of ourseif and our nghts. We ieam we have a 
complete seCf. We do that by ieaming to iisten to and tmst ourseives. What hurts? What bels 
good? What's ouis and what isn't? And what am we wiiling to lose? 

P e v e l o p b g g  our self-esteem. We leam to reçognize the 
diierence between appropriate and inappropriate treatrnent We corne to believe that we 
deserve to be treated well and with respect by other people, including by out children. We don? 
allow others to use us, talk d o m  to us, or talk ugly to us. We don't have to do everything 
people ask to tell us to do. We don't have to be touched when we don't want to be touched, or 
be touched in certain ways we don? like. We can say'no" and 'stop thatw We donnt have to let 
people use us, We can make out awn decisions about what we want and need to do in 
particular situations, We can stand up for ourseives, 

Setting baindanes does not mean that we build thick walls around ourselves to keep others 
out. 



Y boudaries developed for many reasons: - M e n  healthy boundaries aren't rote modeled or taught to children 
- when children's boundaries and rights are invaded or violated - when children are fomd into improper rotes with others - when children are emotionally or physically neglected or abandoned 
- when children are sexually abused 
- when children aren't nurtured 
- when children grow up without appropriate discipline and limits 
- when children are forced into caretaking a parent 

S a n a  Boundarieq 
When we identify the need to set a limit without another person, we do it clearly, without angry 
words and without argument We avoid apologizing, rationalizing, justifying, or over-explaining. 
We offer a brief explanation if it makes sense to do that 

We will probably feel ashamed or afraid wtien we set boundaries. Do it anyway. 
People don? rrsspect people that allow themselves to be used. People take advantage 
of people they can use and they mspect people they can't use. 

We cannot simultaneously set a boundary or a limit and take care of another person's feelings. 

If you are in a lot of anger, rage, or complaining and wtiining - these are clues mat you need 
to set boundaries. The things we say we can't stand, don't like, feel angry about, and hate - 
may be areas screaming for boundaries. Rewvery means that we learn to listen dosely to 
ounelves to hear what we're saying. These things are like flashing red alams that indicate 
ttiere's a problem. But shame and fear may be the barriers we need to break through to take 
Gare of ourselves. 

0 t h  clues that we need to set boundaries are feeling threatened, suffocated, or victimized 
by someone. We need to pay attention to what our bodies and our feelings are telling us. We 
may need to get really angry to start setüng a boundary, but then we need to set that boundary 
without anger; we need to be calm and fim and definite about it. 

We will be tested when we set boundaries. Plan on that happening. It makes no sense to 
set a boundary unless we are ready and willing to enforce it The key to setüng boundanes isn't 
to convince other people we have limits - it's wnvincing ourselves. 

Boundaries are to take care of ourselves, not to control mers. If we set a boundary not to 
be around a practising alcoholic, it isn't to force him or her to stop drinking, They can choose to 
drink or not Our boundary gives us a guideline to make our choice - whether we want to be 
around the alcoholic, or dnig abuser. 

Boundary setting can also be fun. Besides leaming to identify vvhat hurts and what we don7 
Iike, we leam to identiiy what we Iike, what feels good, what we want and what brin@ us 
pleasure, satisfacüon, and even joy. This can be an exciting diswvery where we Ieam h o  we 
really are. That's when we begin to enhance the qualii of our Iives. 



(Taken h m  the ûprah Show) 

Step One: SeIf-Awareness 
Sep Two: Setting Your Boundaries 
Step Three: Strengthen Yaur intemal Boundaries 

The first step in learning to set boundaries is self-awareness. For example, pay close attention to 
the situations where you lose energy, fée1 a h o t  in your stornach, or want to cry. ldentifying 
where you need more space, self-respect, energy, or personal power is the 6rst step. 

Another way to identify your boundaries is by complethg these three sentences with at least 10 
examples. 

1 .  People may not 

Examples 
Go though rny personal belongings 
Criticize me 
Make comments about my weight 
Take their anger out on me 
Humiliate me in fiont of others 
Teii off-color jokes in my wmpany 
Invade my personal space 

2. 1 have a right to ask for 

Examp tes 
Privacy 
A new hairstyle €rom an old stylist 
Peace and quiet while getting a massage 
Help around the house 
More information befm making a purchase 
Quiet tirne to myseif 

3.  To protect my tirne and energy, it's OK to 

Examples 
Turn the ringer off on the phone 
Take my tirne retuniing calls or e-mails 
Change my mind 
Bow out of a volunteer 
Cancel a cornmitment when L'm uot feeling weU 
Reserve a place in my home that is 
uF-iimiis iu ~ i r i e f3  



Your Baundaries 

Start setting simple but 6rm boundaries with a'graceful or neutral tone-This will feel uncornfortable 
at nrst but, as you take care of yoursell: the personai power you gain wiU make it easier. 

1 .Be sure to have support in place before and afler each conversation 

2.Vent any strong emotions with your partner before having your boundary conversation. 

3 .Use simple, direct language. Here are some examples: 

To set a boundary with an angry person: 
"You may not yell at me. ifyou continue, I'ii have to leave the room." 

To set a boundary with personal phone calls at work: 
"I've decided to take ail personal calls in the evening in order to get my work done. 1 wiU 
need to cal1 you later." 

To say no to extra commitments: 
"Although this organization is important to me, I need to decline your request for volunteer 
help in order to honor my farnily's needs." 

To set a boundary with someone who is critical: 
"It's not okay with me that you comment on my weight. rd Iike to ask you to stop." 

To buy yourself time when making tough decisions: 
"Ili have to sleep on it, I have a policy of not making decisions right away." 
"1 want you to know that I won't be making a decision today. rd like to gather 
information" 

To set a boundary with a hair stylit: 
"1 love what you've done with my hair, but Fm ready for a change. I'd üke to tak about a 
new hairstyle." 

To back out of a commitment: 
"1 know I agreed to head up our fund raising efforts, but d e r  reviewing my schedule, 1 
now realize that I won? be able to give it my best attention. ï'ü need to bow out. rd like to 
help find a replacement by the end of next week 

To set a boundary with an adult chiid who borrows money: 
"1 won't be lending you money anymore. I love you and you need to take responsibdity for 
yourself." 

4.When settuig boundaries, there is no need to defend, debate or over-explain yow feelings. Be 
iïrm, gracious and direct. When faced with mistance, repeat your statement or request. 



5.Back up your boundary with action Stay strong. If you give in, you invite people to ignore 
your needs. 

One of the reasons that women take things persouaiiy is because they have weak "intemai 
boundaries." An internai boundary is üke an invisible shield that prevents you fiom taking in a 
comment without checking it out kst. For example, when someone accuses you of being 
arrogant, you stop and consider the statement *befores taking it in. 

When you use this intenial shield (especiaiiy with ficuit people like an ex-spouse or cntical 
parent) it gives you time to ask yourself the folIowing three questions: 

How much of this is tnre about me? 
H m  much of this is about the other person? 
What ab I need to ab (ifanyihing) to regain my persorni power or stand up for myself3 

This last question is very important. Too ofien women neglect to stand up for themselves by 
avoiding contiontation and end up weakening th& intemai shield, making it harder to set 
boundaries at aii. So, ifsomeone offends you, it may be necessary to let them know in order to 
protect and strengthen your internai boundaries. 



Women Healing Together 
May 1,2001 

RELATIONSHIPS 

ifwe are unhappy withmt a relationrhip, we 'llprobably be unhappy with one as well. A 
reIatÏomhÏp h s n  't begin our Ive; a relatiomhip aùesn 't become our Ive. A reh-onrhip is a 
continuation of Ive. 

There is a gift for us in each relationsi@ that wmes our way. Sometimes the gift is a 
behavior we're learning to acquire; it may be detachment, self-esteem, becoming confident 
enough to set a boundary, or owning our power in another way. 

Some relationships trigger heaiing in us - h d i g  6om issues of the past or an issue we're 
facing today. Sometimes we find ourselves learning the most important lessons fiom the people 
we least expect to help us. Relationships may teach us about Ioving ourselves or someone else. 
Or maybe we'ii l e m  to let others love us. 

Recovery is not done apart fiom our relationships. Recovery is done by learning to own 
our power and to take case of ourselves in relationships. 

Sometimes we aren't certain what lesson we're l d g ,  especially while we are in the 
middle of the process. But we cari trust that the lesson and the gift are there. We don? have to 
control this process. We7U understand when it's ame. We can also trust that the gifi is precisely 
what we need. 

Tmhy, I wilI be grateful for al1 my re&tiomh@s. 1 wiIl open myselfto the lesson and the 
gifi from each person in my Ive. 1 will trust thai 1, too, am a g@ in other people's lives. 

When we fail to object to what we feel is another's disdainful or abusive treatment of 
us, then we sandion that person's right to mistreat us and that sanction is likely to harm us 
even more than the mistreatment itself. What we permit, we promote. Many people choose 
never to complain because they mistakenly believe that anyone who objects to behavior is a 
troublemaker or a selfish person. So they would ramer suffer almost any abuse than risk 
standing up for themselves. Others wiü~hold their amplaints out of fear that they will not be 
loved and that they are worthwhile to the other person only on the condition that they act 
wmpliantly and agreeably. 

If a dose fnend or aquaintance belitties you by the way she or he talks to you, it 
bewmes your responsibility to tell himor her precisely how sBie is doing so, and to give the 
person the opportunity to show good faith by being receptive to your wmplaint. When you 
want to preserve a relationship, being able to object fairly, in a kind or caring way, to behavior 
which you feel is damaging to you becornas a neçessity. 

Each of us must discover the actions, behaviors, or activities that intensify and promote 
our self-respect We must leam to a d  in those ways that produœ love of ourselves and love 
of other people if that is what we want to feel. 

There is a trernendous advantage in rehearçing preciçely what we want to Say or do if a 
given situation anses again. If we don? like the way we handle ourselves in a relationship, we 
can ask ourselves what would we like to have said or done and what we would say or do if the 
same situation came up again. 



HOW TO MAKE A COMPLAINT 

From "The Acüon Approach" or "Self-Creation" by Dr. George Weinberg. 

Cornplain to the person you think is hanning you, and not to anyone else. 

Try not to object to your spousels orfriend's behavior in front of others. 
To most people, being criticized feels like being personally attacked because criticism is so 
ofien used as a vehicle for personal assauit. In faimess to your spouse, fnend or 
acquaintance, wait until you are alone with that person, unless waiting wouid be costly for 
some special reason. 

Don't compare the person's behavior with that of other people. No one wants to be 
described as inferior to anyone else. Cornparisons will nearly always predispose other 
people not to Men to what you say, even when the complaint is justifid. 

Make your complaint as soon as you can; that is, as soon as you're alone with the 
other person and can articulate it. Speaking up, l i e  any task, becomes more difficult 
when you postpone it. Waiting d o w s  your anger or resentrnent to build and Uicreases the 
Sikelihood that you'U make irrelevant comments. Ifyou criticize sorneone for what he or 
she did long ago, you wiU look üke a brooder. The impression wiU be accurate, and the 
other person wiii f e l  less cornfortable with you afterward, 

Don? repeat a point once you've made it and the m e r  person has carefully 
considered k This means, don't expect a signed confession after you've spoken. 
The reward for patientiy listening to a criticisrn or complaint ought to be exoneration fiom 
having to hear the same crime discussed again, A person's action against you either 
warrants ending the relationship with him or her, or it doesn't. r i t  doesn't, be a sport and 
quit rehashing the other's violations of your relationship. 

Object only to actions that the other person can change. Your comments wiü be 
constructive ody ifthey pertain to behavior the other person can change. You may ask a 
person not to shout, but ifyou ask him not to be angry with you, you're probably asking 
too much. 

Make your cornplaints vocallyl not facially. Facial expression ofail h d s  are outward 
complements of the spirit. Our expressions may be nch and various, but they cease to be 
when we use them as devices to convey messages we are reluctant to put into words, 
when we use them to rnanipuiate others into behaving differently with us so that we can 
get what we want fiom them without being fortbright about it. Facial expressions 
sornetimes succeed in getting people to do what they don? want to do, but we don? look 
forward to meeting the people who bully us by sighing or acting disappointed with us. 

Try to make onIy one complaint at a tlme. Tfyou rnake more, you'll demoralize the 
other person and perhaps obscure your major point. 

Rehearse your presentation of your complaint if you need to. 



10. Donft preface your complaint. "Lisfen. There's somefhing I've wanted to tell you fora 
long time. It rnay hurt you bad!y, but please don? fèel offended by what I'm going ta 
say. ...." OR: Y want to tell you something, and if's for your own good. Now Men 
camfU/& to what i'm going to sa y...." 
What could be worse than a prefice like these? Instead of inoculating your listener 
against the pain ofwhat you are going to tell him, you are stabbig him to death with your 
hypodermic needle- Sy usmg prehces, you convince both the person and yowseif that he 
or she won't be capable of receiving it with the same iiiendly spirit that you feel while 
making it. There are perhaps as many people kiUed by such prefaces as by wmplaints. 

f . Don't apologize for your complaint afler you make it. Telling the person you're sorry 
you hetd to disape with hun or her is apologiting for what you said in good faith. 
ApoIogiang is asking the other person to brace you so that you won't f d  down under the 
stress of disagreeing with M e r .  Domg so imposes aa mecessary burden on M e r ,  it 
wiii detract fiom the merit of your accornplishment Ui making the cornplaint, in your own 
mind, and it wili renew your conflict about whether you had the right to say what you did. 

12. Avoid sarcasm. Among the invariable motivations for using sarcasm are coritempt and 
feu. Your cuntempt wiiI predispose the other person not to listen. Being sarcastic is 
snivehg, no matter how clever your turn of phrase. Sarcastic people have no dignity; 
they are cowards. 

13. Don? ask people whythey are doing something to which you object. Ask them to 
stop, if that is aie underlying wish or request you want to express. "Why are you 
intempting me?" "Why are you putting your feet on my chair?" It's obvious that the 
speaker wants the other person to stop an activity. Probably, s/he doesn't feel strong 
enough to make the request openly and directiy, so s/he disguises it as a scientific inquiry. 
It would be easier for the other person to stop what he was doing than to search for his 
motivation and report it accurately to you. Many people regard S ~ ~ O U S  questions about 
their motivations as obnoxïous invasions of their privacy. 

14. Don't ta1 k about oaier peopk's moti ions when O bjecüng to their behavior. TeU 
them simply wwhat bey are doing; and if it is relevant, why you feel they ought not to do it. 
Examples of statements that are objectionable because they Uiclude irrelevant speculations 
about the motives of the offender: 
"Ym never -me tofinish what I'rn saying " [How do you know what they want?] 
"Fou don 't care how long I wait for you. " [How do you know the person doesn't are?] 
'*@il byinp t~ m& me angry. " [Are you swe the person was trying to make you angry?] 

Ifyou stop playing psychoanaiyst with people and just teil them how they're offending 
without giving them diagnoses, they'li become much more receptive to what you say. 
Statements like these are imtating invasions of the listener's pnvacy. Hardly a person 
alive doesn't fie1 the merence betweea, "Pfease don? mtemrpt me," and "Ym never 
wrmi me ioJnish whai Y m  q n g g g  Aiso, iwk oui Îor tiie iendency to connise ihe 
consequences of an action and its intention. The fact that someone is stepping on your 
foot doesn't automatically irnp1y that his intention was to hm you. It may or may not be. 



15. Avoid words like "always" and "neveP because they contain implicit references to 
the past. 
Exaggerations intended for e m p k  when making an objection or wmplaint rob you of 
accuracy, and of ai i  the psychological advantages that go with it. 

16. if you never compliment the other person, don't expect him or her to remain open 
to your criticisms or complaints. 
There was supposedly a little giri who didn't talk tiU she was eight. Doctors, social 
workers, and psychiatrists were aii condted but couldn't figure out why. Then one day 
at breaicfast she cried out, "This oatmed is lumpy." When asked why she had never 
spoken before, she answereâ that up tiIl then everythg had been al1 right. 

Don't be this l i e  girl. CompIaints ring loud and Iong when they're the only sounds that 
are ever made. Ifyou want to make occasional objections, you have the obligation to 
compliment or praise the person at other times for specific things that you like. And I 
cecornend the practice of tbanking people for Listening to your crititisms. 
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HEiFLiNGAND CHANGLNG 

As many of us have already experienced. we begin our journey of recovery with a lot of hurt. 
pain. sadness. shame, and anger. We blarne everyone else for our unhappiness and Our 
misery. Things happened to us a long time ago and they happened more than once. They 
hurt us deeply. And we protected oursebes the only way we knew how. But as we get 
deeper into recovery, as we confront ourselves, we find these feelings and beliefs and 
attitudes changing. Healing and recovery are often painful. Recovery means moving from 
shame and blame and anger to self-respect and healthy self-love when we begin to take care 
of ourselves. when we take responsibility for meeting our own wants and needs and making 
important changes in Our Iives. As we heal, we begin to remove our veils of denial and to 
learn new ways of living and feeling and sharing and being. We learn to be functional. 

Healing means change and change involves struggle and a new kind of pain: growmg pain. 
Change can be a change in behavior, a change in feeling. a change in self-awareness, a change 
in knowledge. or a change in attitude. Healing takes place when we can think better. INe 
better. and feel better about ourselves. But al1 healing cornes with a price attached and that 
price is effort. work and always some discornfort or pain. Healing is taking place when we 
learn to solve our problems by changingour behaviors, Our attitudes, and Our thinkipg. 
Healing means we have learned to become better a t  the process of problem solving, at how we 
go about it. Healing has occurred when we attain clarity about ourselves and Our lives and we 
no longer blindly repeat the past, by repeating the same old behavior patterns. If we can now 
make conscious and different choices about how we want to live and behave, if we can decide 
what kinds of relationships we want and decide on what terrns, then we have begun to heal 
and become more functional. Healing means we have faced and resolved our old burdens of 
hurt, pain, and shame. We are healed when we start to relate more authentically and with 
fuller awareness of ourselves and others. W t h  healing cornes a sense of acceptance - 
acceptance of self and others; it also cornes with the realization that we only have the power 
to change ourselves. not others. HealBg is an ongoing journey in which we Iearn to live Our 
l ies with greater self-awareness. HeaIing means that we will always be a work-in-progress. 



GuiIt 
Guilt is the realization that you have done something wrong or have harrned someone. With 
guilt. i f  you have done something wrong, you can repair it or make amends or make a 
cornmitment never to do that again. Cuilt is good for you i f  it lasts no bnger than fwe 
minutes and brings a change in behavior. It really is mentally healthy to experience guilt over 
harmful actions. Guilt. if briefly sustained, can make people think more cleariy about how to 
behave next time. Cuilt is a healthy warning system that tells us we have transgressed a 
value and we need to get back to living up to our values or standards. 

But it is pointless to feel guilty over the workings of one's own mind. I f  people learn to 
understand the workings of their mind. they are better able to behave in a manner that works 
for them in the long run. But this does require an examination of your own values, standards. 
and attitudes, as well as those of others around you. Perfectionism and nwer making a 
mistake are not healthy standards to try to live up to. 

Shame is the feeling or the sense that you are fundamentally bad, flawed, evil, defective, or 
inadequate; there's something really wrong with you. Shame is among the rnost destructive 
and dwastating of human emotions. Because of its painfulness and its terrible impact on 
self-worth, shame inclines one toward suppression, walls and denial. Denial causes 
dehumanization, a loss of the capacity for empathy for one's partner or for others. and can 
manifest itself in a variety of insidious ways. Shame invites masochism: 7 deserve to suffer" 
or sadism: "i m u t  make you (the other) helpless out of fear of your power over me. 1 cannot 
feel safe unless you (the other) are helpless." It is the basis for scape-goating, prejudice and 
projection. It invites others to abuse you and prevents you from setting appropriate 
boundaries. 

Shame also shuts out other people. It builds barriers in relationships. Wow can I let you 
know me i f  1 am full of shame? 1 am unworthy." It elicits self-hate, more shame, and 
humiliation. In creating distance, it prevents intimacy, leading to isolation, loneliness, and 
depression, aIong with hatred and distrust of others. It elicits envy and jealousy of others 
seeming weIl being. It cannot allow love or pleasure. Being ashamed, we cannot trust others' 
positive efforts and don't feel deserving. Shame must reject overtures of caring from others. 
At the extreme, it becomes paranoia. 

Confiding is the ability to allow ourseives to be known. is largely dependent upon feeling 
"good enough and IovableYn order to trust another with Our truths and our vulnerabilities. 
The ability to confide is essential to and dwells at the heart of bonding and intimacy. Shame 
sabotages this ability. 



To believe we are good enough despite Our mistakes is essential to confiding, to 
acknowledging our own humanness. It is essential to self-worth and to the ability to 
appreciate the worth and humanness of others. Shame predudes love. pleasure, closeness 
and intimacy. Along with creating walls, it cin also create monsters. Y am not lovable, 1 am 
not good enough" often becomes the invisible script for addiction, depravity, scapegoating, 
persecution, failure and abuse. 

It is important as an adult to own responsibility for one's behavior, to be able to acknowledge 
mistakes. to accept criticism or cornplaints, to be willing to make atonement, to express 
genuine regret or remorse in arder to be free to take in love and pkasure. 

In our culture, shame is something we are not supposed to talk about. It is just too shameful! 
Because of this. many of us are out of touch with the experiences of shame we carry around 
inside us. It is too painful to look at. Shame is extremeiy powerful, more powerful than anger 
in the effects it has on us. But it is also hard to heal and recover when the one thing we need 
to talk about is not supposed to be looked at or discussed. M a t  we can't feel, we can't 
heal. We start to recover when we can reveal Our shame, feef it. lace it, acknowledge it, talk 
al1 about it, and share our experiences with others who care. We heal when we stop 
disowning our painful feelings. especially shame. 

M e n  we begin ta feef our shame and look at it with new knowledge and understanding, then 
it begins to (ose its power over us - because secrecy is what keeps shame locked up inside 
ourseives. Letting go of seaecy about Our shame. putting it out there for caringothers to 
see, is very scary and threatening, but it ultimately sets us free again. When shameful 
thoughts and feelings can be verbally expressed and exposed to the light of day, our anxiety 
and pain begin to diminish and we begin to feel better. Once we begin to feel better we can 
think about Our problems and difficulties with more intelligence and clarity. And we begin to 
reclaim Our lives frorn the shackles and restrictions that sharne and secrecy have impose on 
us, on our lives and our relationships. We begin to heal. 
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HErLLllVG & UNFiWLWED BUSLVESS 

When you don? &ai with yourpain, it waits foryou. 

Unfinished business refers to your unresolved life experiences fiom the past or the present, to 
some problem or difficuiq that is not being addressed; whatever issue remains unresolved will 
continue to distort your responses in the present. Unfinished business is a biockage of your 
maturational and recovery process. Ifsome of your unfinished business relates to the more 
distant pst ,  you need to be prepared to experience the pains and hurts and negiects of your 
chiIdhood. Only when you are prepared to feel the pain and when you can give cornfort and 
understanding to the child within For what she never had, for the t h g s  that were done to her that 
were not her fault, only then can you complete the unfinished business of your past and move into 
a be r ,  unencumbered adulthood, This may require a period of mourning, ofallowing yourself to 
feel the pain you never acknowledged before, a time of talking in fantasy to the child within. This 
will lead eventualiy to the point when you can W y  Iay the past to rest - lay it to rest. To 
grow up is to assume responsibility for parenting the chiid within. 

One hm îo return again and again to weep the leurs which are still 
umhed We cannot feel d l  the gRef of mr many losses at the cime 
we mfered them. That would be too crippling. But ifwe would 
realiy garher our whole [ives mto a single whole, no emolion that 
6elongs to us s h ù i  be lefl ujelt. 

As children and even as adults we struggle to escape fiom Our painfui feelings. Ofien, the 
legitimate fear, shame, anger and rage we would normdty feeI are so painfully intolerable that we 
do not allow them to be experienced and expressed; i f s  just too dangerous and threatening - 
because of what might happen if we did. hstead, these feelings go underground and are 
expressed in other ways. Sometimes these emotions become fiozen into the body and banicaded 
behind walIs of rnuscuiar and physiologicd tension. Sometimes we choose depression. We 
remah prisoners ofthat wbich we do not confront. Why do we work so hard to deny our 
emotions, especialIy concerning other people? We deny our feelings of hstration, anger, or fear 
toward our fiends or cbildren; we rnay deny a whole range of feelings toward our spouse or our 
parents. We talk ourselves out of our feelings sometimes, saying that it doesn't reaiiy matter 
when it &es matter. We say "1 don? get angry. E'm a Christian, so 1 forgive and forget." So we 
nrn away tiom our emotions because we donTt know what else to do with them. But ifwe own 
and accept these feelings and stay with them, often that is aii that is needed to make them go 
away. And sometimes our emotions are giving us a message that says we need to take action, to 
change something in our iives. We need to deal with unfinished business in the present. 
UnGnished business also refers to current difEiculties and problems that we are afiaid to face and 
ded with Making needed changes in owselves and in our relationships is a diicult and scary 
business. It is here that we conilont ourseIves, who we reaiiy are, and what we are up against 
inside and outside ourselves. 



ifyou listen to your emotions, what do they tell you? Your emotions orient you tu what 
is important in your He. So pay attentioa Your emotions focus your attention on what your 
needs and goals are. If you do not pay attention to what you are feeling you cannot organize your 
Life or deal with your problems with yourseifor with others. Our emotions cue liRe an internd 
c o q -  they t d  MS what ma#ers to us Wfiout that compass it is very diflicuit to becorne 
powerfiilly self-directive in our lives? Ifwe are being abuse. or mistreated by a parent or by a 
spouse or our children or our fiiendq our emotions t d  us that we need to do something, to take 
some kind of action to change things. Our hurt tells us that we need to h d  ways to defend and 
assert ourselves. Our anger teils us the same thing: that we need to do something to take of 
ourselva. Our feelings of helplessness may teiis us that we are mo&y superior to others, or that 
this is how we control others around us to get them to do things for us that we are unwilling to do 
for ourselves; it rnay be how we emotiody blackmail others or how we let others blaclanail us, 
or how we keep ourseives fiom taking hanciai r e spons i i  for ourselves. Our painfui emotions 
may tell us that we are playing a victim or martyr role. Emotions have a world of meaning behind 
them; they give us information about who we are, ifwe pay attention. Conftonting the tmth 
about yoursetf is always painfiil at firsî, but then it Liberates you because with knowiedge and 
insight you aquire the possibii of taking action, 

It is important to acknowledge that you have negative feelings and to dow yourself to 
experience them. Acknowledging to yourseifthat you are someone who envies others, who is 
f d  and hostile, who is capable of hatred and rage, of jealousy and Wididveness, is centrai to 
mature seIf-respomiility. So, tw, is acknowledging that those feelings witI exist in the people 
you love or care about and that part of loving them is accepting the reality of those 
"imperfections." What matters in tenns of your self and other relationships is not that you are 
capable of both positive and negative emotions, but that you do not hide fiom knowing this about 
yod ' You do not have to act on each and every feeling; you only need to h d  appropriate 
ways of reacting to them or dealing with them. 

Our emotions tell us where our battle lies. Passivity, doing nothing, keeps us safe in our 
misery; it keeps us stuck, and it keeps us h m  taking responsiiility for our lives. Recovery is 
hard work; it is emotiondy paintiii work. Evgr form of healing has a heip/hurt ratio - heaüng 
&es something to the persoa and it extracts a wst; no form of therapy or healing is entireIy 
without pain or negative wnsequences.l 

Anxiety is inherent in growth and healing. ûrowth requires your ability to tolerate 
aiuciety, discornfort, and pain as you make changes to yourseifand your Hee But one of the fonns 
ofpsychological heroism is the willingness to live through mxiety, uncertainty, and ambivalence 
wfüle going through personal growth a d  devel~prnent.~ Be a hero in your own life. The rewards 
are enormous. 

Tixùay I will listen to myself as I g o  through my &v. I will not judge myserf 
for what I am feeling; I will accept ail my feelmgs; I will accept myseg 

1. Branden, Nathantki, 1989. Honoring the Se& The psycho log^ of Confidence andRespecf, New York: Bantzmi 
Books 
2. Dowrick, Sephanie, 1995. Intimacy and Solitude: Balmrcing Closenesr andIndependence, New York: W.W. 
Norton & Co. 
z- ,h&r, =  ph^+^, 2% A . .  rd-- pl% _F~~$: ~~g~ ?-id 
Change in Couples fierapy- 
4. Laags, Robert, 1993. Empowered Psychoherap: Teaching Se~Pnxessing, A New approoch to the Hwnan 
P&e and ILS Reinfegratïon, i~ndon: Kamac Books. 
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aEALJNG & RESCUNG 0 U B E . m  

No one is waitng. 

No one &es a martyt. How do we feel around martyrs? Guiity, angry, trapped, negaiive, and 
anxïous to get away. 

Somehow, rnany of us have developed the beiief that depriving ourselves, not taking care of 
ourseives, being a victim, and d e r i n g  needlessiy wili get us what we want. 

It is our job to notice our abilities, o u .  strengths, and take m e  of ourselves by developmg and 
acting on them. It is our job to notice our pain and weariness and appropriately take Gare of 
oursehes. It is our job to notice our deprivations, too, and begin to take steps to give ourseives 
abundance. It begins inside of us, by changing what we believe we deserve, by gEving up our 
deprivation and treating ourseives the way we deserve to be treated. 

Life is hard, but we don't have to make it more diEcuit by neglecting ourseives, There is no 
giory in suBering, in ouiy der ing .  ûur pain wiii not stop when a rescuer cornes dong, but oniy 
when we take responsibility for ourseIves and stop our own pain. 

Tahy  I will be my own rescller. 1 I I I  stop waiting for someone else to work ihrmgh my issues 
and so€ve my problems for me. 

- MeIody M e ,  nie Language of Letring Go. 



SELF-A CCEPTANCE 

Life Lesson: Ym c m o t  change what p u  ab not acIénowIedge. 

Practicing seif-acceptance means being willing to own, experience, and take responsibility for our 
thoughts, feelings, and actions, and to do so *out evasion, deniai, or disowning; seif- 
acceptance does aot mean that you d o w  yourseifto coiiapse into self-hatred and self-repudiation. 
It means giving yourseif permission to think your thoughts, experience your emotions, and look at 
your actions without necessariiy h g ,  endorsing, or condonhg them. Self-acceptance means 
accepting yourseif as you are at the moment and adaiowledging tbis is how your Me redy is. 

Wowever, we often aiiow our fears to paraiyze us and stop us h m  taking action; there are mauy 
fears that will do this: 

Fear of facing truths about ourselvas (our thoughts, feelings, or actions) iruths 
that we deny or disown in order to proted our self-image. 

Fear of facing truths about another penon that, if ucknowledged, would put 
pressure on us to rock the boat of the reMonship or even destroy it. 

Fmr of not knowing how to deai with fhe realities we are acknowledging. 

Fear of being ovemhelmed by our inner worid, fear that once we open up the 
door to it, we may lose our mind or the ability to cope with what cornes out. 

Fear of losing face in the eyes of significant othen if certain truths about 
ourselves are exposeci, so we dread io expose them even to ourselves. 

Fear that our thinking will not prove to be correct; fear that we rnight make an 
error, fear that we will reafize how fullible we are. 

Fear that if we act on our judgrnent and ore wrong, it will be our fault; there 
will be no one to blame but oursslves, and others may hold us accountabla. 

What you wiii discover ifyou h d  the courage to h e  your fears and accept the tnrth about 
yourself or your life is that rather than becoming pemianentiy stuck with the "a* tmth," just 
the opposite is true: self-acceptance is the foudation of growth and change. To accept whever 
you are, that you are weak or unassertive for exampIe, does not mean that you will end up staying 
that way foreveq but unies you recognize these thhgs and achowiedge them in yoursei$ you 
c a ~ o t  change t h .  To accept yourselfas you are now does not prevent the possi'bility of 
change; on the contraty, self-acceptance is the precondition of change. 



ffimled' of w h  isposi'ble is the begriuiing of happinem. -George Santayana 

Do you want to be positive or negative? Do you want to be a self-starter or wait around for 
others to push you into action? Do you want to advance in life with your face eageriy tumed to 
the wind, or trudge forward grimiy gazing at the ground? 

Ask yourseif the foliowing question, "How serioudy do 1 want to pursue growth and positive 
change in my Me?" The diffaence berneen longing for a better self or a beîter life and 
comniitting to seKimprovernent is the difference between daydreaming and action, Many people 
Say they want to be better, Iead better lives, develop better reiationships. But most remain stuck 
on lifets shore, seldom ifever moving to the midstream where they can move fornard. This is 
largely because their longiug is not tied to s p d c  mthods ofactioa their dreams remain 
tinfiilfilled. Their lives trudge dong in the soft sands of passi*. 

It's one thing to "intellectualize" a cammitment to a goal and a mode of action. It's quite auother 
to ~rapple for and grab the m a i ,  reievant skills. It requires an act of choice, but it also demands 
awareness and acceptance of the inevitability of both Mure and M o n ,  It calls for resiliency 
and detennination. It requires a basic decision topssist in spite of &rk and dawnting odds 
Sustained and sometimes intense pressure fiom -y mmembers or society often blocks the way. 
Above di, it demands a steadfastness to persist in the fixe of your own i n t d  problems, 
including coafùsion, isolation, seifdoubts, feeling ovmhehed, or procfastinatioa 

The Holy tri* of psychological health and wd-being is: 

- seif-awareness = taiowing 
- self-respousiibility = choosing 
- self-assedveness = acting & doing 

Self-awareness means leamhg to know what you feeI, think, need, and want. When you become 
aware of these things, when you cm admit them and name them and ciaim them, then you open 
up the possibility for choice and action. Then you open up the possibility fOr a new way ofbeing 
and iiving. It des enonnous courage to admit thar your life bas partaken of error and self- 
deception. However, it is not just the tnah that wiU make you fke and strong, it is going through 
the proces offinbmg thaî truth in yours'elf, as you stniggie with yourself, as you pume your 
growth and development. 

No one is waiting to rescue you. It's up to you, 





IMAGERY AND MEEl'lNG YOUR INNER CHlLD 

S i t  in an upright position. Feet firmly on the'floor. Close your eyes. Relax and focus on your 
breathing. Be aware of the air as you breathe it in and as you breathe it out. Trusting that 
each new breath will be there for you. Notice the difference in the air as it comes in and as it 
goes out. Focus on the difference. 

I want you now to imagine a beautiful summer day. You are standing in an open field or a 
meadow. A gentie breeze is blowing and you feel the warm sunshine on your face. Notice 
the colours and sounds around you. As you look across the meadow you see a house. It is a 
warm and inviting place and you go there. Notice the room, the colour of the house and the 
windows and doors. You feel welcome as you go through the front door and enter a sunlit 
room. The room is warm and safe. You see a cornfortable chair and go and s i t  in it. Relax. Be 
a t  peace. Look up at the door and you see a child. The child is you. How old is the child? 
How do you look? How is the child dressed? The child comes into the room. Invite the child 
over. Tell the child that you know better than anyone else what she has been through. What 
happens? Do you speak? Does she speak? What happens? Spend time with whatever 
happens. (5 minutes) 

It is nearly time for you to leave. Tell you child you want to come back and visit. It is OK. 
Tell your child you will return soon. Say your good-byes. Leave the house and return to the 
field or meadow. M e n  you are ready, return to this room. 

Without talking, take paper and crayons and draw your experience (10 minutes). 

Write/talk about your experience. What happened? What feelings did you have towards this 
child? (10 minutes) 



APPENDIX C 



Questionnaire 

Which of the foiiowing factors do you feeI helped you or played a part in your healing / recovery 
process, realipng that your healing and recovery may not be complete at this time. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

IO. 

11- 

Leamhg that 'Y am not afune" or "1 am not the on& one with my type ofprobfem; others 
are in thesame boatas Iam." 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Optimism and hope that 1 can get through this dBcuIt time in my Life by participating in 
the group. 

1 = extrernely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = sornewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Finding a sense of belonging, togetherness, and acceptance in the group. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Being able to open up and express strong feelings and not worrying about how others will 
perceive me. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very heipful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Revealing embarrassing things about myselfand stiii being accepted by the group. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpfut 3 = helpful 4 = sornewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Belonging to a group of people who understand and accept me. 

1 = extrernely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Learning that others have some of the same thoughts and feelings that I do. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Learning that others had parenti and backgrounds as unhappy or messeci up as mine. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Improving my skills in getting dong or dealing with people. 

1 = extrernely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Feeling more tnistfid of groups and of oher people. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very hetpful 3 = hdpful 4 = sornewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Being able to say what was bothering me instead of holding it in. 

1 = extrernely helpful 2 = wry helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 



A facilitator suggesting or advising something for me to do or giving me definite 
suggestions about a relationship or !Xe problern 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Group members suggesting or advishg something for me to do or giving me definite 
suggestions about a life or relationship problem. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Leaming how to express my feelings. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Expressing negative or positive feelhgs toward another membr. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Trying to be like someone in the group who was better adjusted than 1 was. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful: 4 = sornewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Finding someone in the group whom I could pattern myself after. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = sornewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Seeing that others could reveal embarrassing tfiings and take other risks and benefit fiom it 
helped me to do the same. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Being in the group somehow hetped me to understand old hangups that 1 had in the past 
with my parents, brothers, sisters, or other peopIe in my life. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpfut 3 = helpful 4 = somewttat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Being in the group was, in a sense, Like being in a family, oniy this tirne a more accepting 
and understanding family- 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very heipful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Learning that 1 have l ies or dislikes for a person for reasons which may have Little to do 
with the person and more to do with my hangups or experiences with people in my past. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = samewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Leamino that I react to sorne people or situations unreaiisti~aiiy~ with feelings that 
somehow belong to earlier periods in my We. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 =very helpfuf 3 = helpful 4 = sornewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 



Leaming that how 1 feel and behave today is related to my childhood and development. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Seeing others getting better was inspiring to me or gave me hope. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Knowing others had solved problems similar to mine. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat hdpful 5 = barely helpful 

Seeing other group members were improving or had improved encouraged me. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Recognizing that life is at tirnes unfair and unjust. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helphl 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Leaming that 1 rnust take ultimate responsibility for the way 1 live my life no matter how 
rnuch support and guidance 1 get fiom others. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpbl 3 = heipful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Receiving information that helped me expand my knowledge and understand myseif better. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = heipful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Being able to identify problematic themes and patterns in my relationships. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpfui 3 = helpful 4 = sornewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Receivhg Witten handouts with information about specific issues. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Emotionai support received fiam other group mernbers. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Emotionai support received kom one or both of the group facilitators. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Leaming ways to handle issues or settle differences. 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpfuf 4 = somewhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 

Leaming social ski11 techniques, such as how to set boundaries or Lûnits . 

1 = extremely helpful 2 = very helpful 3 = helpful 4 = sornevhat helpful 5 = barely helpful 





I =extremeiy helpful t=very helpful 3=helpful 4=somewhat helpful 5=barely helpful 

MEMBERS DESICNATED BY L€iTER 
B Ç D E Ç  




